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FOREWORD 
The NASA Climate Data Catalog provides scientific usere with technical 
information about eelected climate parameter data eets and the associated 
sensor measurements from which they were derived. Many of the data sets 
described in the catalog are products of NASA miesions. but eeveral 
aseociated NOAA data sete and related ground-baeed data eets are aleo 
described. Data sets described in the catalog contain experimental data for 
a diverse range of climate parameters extending from upper atmospheric trace 
constituents to eea air boundary measurements. The catalog seeks to provide 
a central source of technical material describing the satellite sensor 
aeasurements. derived climate parameters and data products available to the 
climate community. 
The catalog was prepared for the National Space Science Data Center of 
Goddard Space Flight Center in a way which allows it to be dynamic: it is 
periodically updated and expanded. particularly to describe new climate data 
sets supported by the Pilot Climate Data System (PCDS). formerly the Pilot 
Climate Data Sase Management System (PCDSMS). The catalog is currently 
maintained in a computer machine readable representation which can eaRily be 
accessed via the PCDS. The National Space SCience Data Center does not envision 
reproducing the entire catalog in hardcopy format because of the volume of 
information. but will publish a summary report such ae the current document 
from time to time. For information on access to the PCDS. contact Juanita 
Cleveland. Code 633. Goddar~ Space Flight Center. Gree~belt. naryland 20771. 
telephone 301-344-9498. 
This effort has been supported by a number of people. including DAD 
Corporation personnel and sn Systems and Research Corporation personnel. as 
~ell as Goddard personnel a~d data producers and archivers who aided in 
gathering the information. 
All co.ments and inquiries concerning the catalog ehould be addressed to nary 
Reph. Code 634. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Maryland 20771. 
telephone 301-344-9040. 
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SECTION 1. CATALOG DESCRIPTION 
In order to gain an understanding of and to i.ple.ent solutions to various 
technical proble.s involved in providing unified data .anage.ent support for 
eslected NASA cli.ate related data. the National Space Science Data Center. 
Code 630.2. of the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) has i.ple.ented 
the Pilot Cli.ate Data Syete. (PCDS). This syste. should provide insight 
into the validity of these solutions via direct interactions betYeen the PCDS 
and the NASA portion of the eli.ate data ussr co •• unity. It is envisioned 
that this pilot syste. Yill evolve to for. a baseline data base .anage.ent 
syste. (DenS) to yhich further NASA cli.nte data .anage.ent support can be 
added. In concept. the initial thrust of the pilot effort is to provide 
co.prehsnsive infor.ation describing selected NASA cli.ate related data. 
flexible easy access to data of interest. and delivery of data products in 
readily usable fora. The peDS. i.ple.ented initially yith li.ited cli.ate 
data coverage. provides a basic capability for later expansion and 
aug.entation. It serves both to de.onstrate the feasibility of establishing 
a centrally .anaged NASA cli.ate data base a~d to test develop.ents in 
evolvin~ a co.prehensive capability for providing unified. flexible access to 
a variety of cll.ate para.eter data eets derived fro. various NASA 
instru.~nts and sources. 
In assessing the require.ents for the PCDS. it beca.e apparent that a .ajor 
proble. confronting cli.ate researchers end other potential users of NASA 
cli.ate-related data is deter.ining yhat data exist. or are planned which are 
appropriate to support their research efforts. Typically. each satellite 
project has ite oyn organ~~ation yhich is responsible for the production of 
data sets and data products derived fro. the .easure.ents obtained by the 
instru.ents on the satellite. For a variety of reasons. these processing 
groups aay delay the release of data for aany .onths after a satellite has 
been launched. During this ti.e the data are not available to other 
potential users. Furthsr.ore. infor.ation about the data and the processing 
status of the data .ay also not be readily available. The researcher is 
often forced to use personal contacts to find out about the actual condition 
of data that .ay be of benefit to his research effort. Even after the data 
have been released for general access. the data archive facility .ay not 
provide the support services. special retrieval processing. or iTleight into 
the nature of the data vis-a-Vis their application to a scientific discipli ne 
such as cliaatology. This infor.ation is needed by reeearchere in order to 
discover Yhat ie available and to .ake infor.ed decisione about the 
appropriatenese of. and any possible probleas yith. use of the data under 
consideration. 
The catalog deals yith both cli.ate para.eters and the observations fro. 
Yhich they yere derived. Typically the data. yhen on tape. are structured in 
tyO different yays. orbit-by-orbit or on world .aps. Observatione at Level 0 
and Level I (see Glossary) reflect the repstitive nature of earth orbits. and 
tend to bs organized on an orbit-by-orbit sequence in order of increasing 
ti.e. Derived para.eters at Level II usually aaintain this saae structure. 
Level III data. yhile often .erged to develop aaps. at ths present stage of 
the cli.ate data .anage.ent progra. are usually at higher resolutions and 
shorter ti.e periods than .any rssearchers would consider appropriate for 
"cliaats data." 
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The developaent of a NASA Cli.ate Data Catalog ie intended to alleviate these 
probleae for a selected eet of NASA cliaate-related data. A li.ited nuaber 
of data ssta have been selscted for inclusion in this vereion of ths catalog. 
The catalog will continue to be updated and expanded to incorporate new data 
sete. to reflect changes in data set status or new inforaation not previouely 
available, and to aaka other revisions as rsquired in response to user 
feedback on the usefulness of ths catalog. 
The data sst descriptions which are pressntsd in the catalog ars for ~h~se 
cliaate and radiance data sets which are viewed as being of highest priority 
to the greatest nuaber of cliaats researchers within the NASA cli.ate 
research coaaunity. to be of the beet quality. to be aost readily available 
(iaaediatsly or in the near tera), and to be best euitsd to support ths 
developaent of a PCDS. The catalog is an evolving docuaent: new data set 
descriptions will be added. and existing descrivtions will be updated to 
reflect both current conditions and near-tera plans. 
1.1 CATALOG PURPOSES 
The p~ rposes of the catalog are listed below: 
a. Provide a single reference docuaent for su.aarized descriptions 
of NASA data sets and selected coapleaentary non-NASA data sets which 
are I Kely to be of interest to those doing cli.ate research. 
b. Provide sufficiently detailed and appropriate inforaation to support 
researchers in aaking infor.ed decisions with respect to obtaining 
particular data ssts. 
c. Systsaatically present descriptione in a stan~ard .anner so that 
the characteristics of two or aore data sets can be readily coapared. 
d. Preeent definitions and sxaaples which can provide guidance in 
the preparation of new data set descriptions for incorporation into 
the catalog (or for the preparation of siailar catalogs by other 
organizations or other NASA prograas). 
e. Provide a docuaent which can be conveniently updated and expanded 
either in-total (e.g •• issue new version) or piece.eal (e.g .• issue 
change or replace.ent pages or new pages for insertion). 
f. Provide bassline data set inforaation needed by the PCDS. 
1.2 CATALOG DEVELOpnENT 
During FY19. a representative saaple of potential uesrs of a NASA cli.ate 
data aanageaent systea was surveyed to identify user requireaents and 
priorities for the developaent of such a eystea for accessing NASA cliaate 
related data sets. The need for a catalog to idsntify and describe the 
characteristics and status of cliaats rslated data was high aaong ussr 
priorities identified during the survey. The foraat of such a catalog and 
priorities relativa to data sets which should be initially included in such a 
catalog were also specified by the survey participants in a general .anner. 
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Follo~ing the survey. an analyeis ~as perforaed ~hich considered fac t ors 
othsr than uaer praferencea. such ae the availability of varioua data sata 
and the quality of tha recorded data contained within the data sete. Thie 
analyeia led to the foraat and data set entrisa found in the catalog. These 
data seta have been selected for coverage in the catalog because they contain 
data iaportant to cliaate raaearch. are (or will ~oon ba) available ~ith a 
significant degree of validation. and provide catalog entries ~hich are 
representative of the types of ~ata that will be incorporated into the 
catalog as it grows and expand. in the future. 
Tha catalog is organized in a aodular aanner so that naw aaterial can be 
added. or selected aaterial can be deleted or replaced without requiring a 
total rewrite of the docuaent. The catalog is intended to be a dynaaic 
docuaent wh~ch is subject to periodic revision and update and continued 
expansion. 
1.3 DATA SET DEFINITION 
For the purposes of the catalog. the tsra data set aeans a group of 
aeasureaents or derived paraaeters organized in serial C~ geographic teras 
for convenient reference or access. Data sets are divided into those 
containing radiance aeaSUrSae)lt data (i.e •• Level I data) and those 
containing derived geophysical or cliaate paraaeter data (i.e •• Level II and 
III data). Radiance data sets and paraaeter data sets are described 
separately in the catalog. A radiance data set description typically covers 
all Level I data froa a single instruaent. A paraaeter data set description 
typically covers all Level II and III products for a single paraaeter derived 
froa a single instruaent on one satellite. however. a paraaeter data set aay 
also include data froa a faaily of several identical or evolving instruaents 
on a series of satellites. By contrast. a single instruaent (e.g •• with 
.ultiple sensing cha .. nels) aay produce data for several different paraaeter 
data sets. An exa~f!e of a single instruaent producing eeveral different 
types of para.eter data sets is the Scanning nultichannel nicrowave 
Radioaeter (SnnR). 
A data set description covers all types of products. such as coaputer 
coapatible aagnetic tape. fila iaages. and coaputer-g~nerated graphic 
products (e.g .• contour aaps. aontaQes. tables. histograas and other types of 
graphic presentations) output froa the instruaent or data processing 
facility. For each data set identified in the catalog. both a sJaaary 
description and a detailed description are provided. The auaaary description 
is included for purposes of overview orientation and rapid survey of all data 
sets addressed in the catalog. The detailed description is intended to be 
used for in-depth exaainetion and evaluation of the characteriatics of a 
particular data set. 
1.4 GUIDANCE ON CATALOG USE 
Section 1 contains definitions for the iteas of inforaation presented in the 
catalog for individual data sete. It also contains inforaation to aid in the 
use of the catalog as well as for the preparation of future entries to the 
catalog. 
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Section 2 providee suaaarized inforaation about all data sets currently 
described in the catalog. The intent of thi9 ssction is to aid in the rapid 
eurvey of all data sste in order to aelect one or aors for detailed 
exaaination. 
Ssctions J and 4 provide eaapla detailsd descriptions for individual d~ta 
sets or faailiss of relatsd data sets. Section J contains a saaple 
description of a eliaate paraaeter data set. Section 4 contains a 
corresponding saapls description of a radiance asasureaent data set. The 
inclusion of all such descriptions in this docuasnt is iapractical because of 
the voluae of inforaation available. Thess descriptions can be acceseed via 
the PCDS. ovpr sither coaputsr telsphons link or by visitiTlg the Inforaation 
"anageaent Branch. For inforaation about acceesing the PCDS. contact Juanita 
Cleveland. Code 633. Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. "aryland 20771. 
telephone 301-344-9498. 
It is euggested that the following procedures be applied in using thie 
catalog: 
a. Scan the suaaary inforaation presented in Section 2 of thie docuaent 
or query the catalog suaaary via the PCDS to ident i fy data eete of 
possibls interest. 
b. Uss the PCDS to exaaine the dstailed descriptions of each of the 
individual cliaate paraaeter or radiance aeasureaent data sets of 
possible interest. noting which data sete of intereet are available 
via PCDS. 
c. If further or clarifying inforaation is needed. review the 
reference docuaentation listed in the on-line catalog for each data set 
or consult the individuals l i sted as possible cont3cts. 
d. If a desired data set is available through PCDS. use PCDS to 
accsss. aanipulate. and aispla.y ths data. Othsrwise. follow the 
procedures defined in the on-line catalog for ordering each data set 
deeired. 
1.4.1 SUnnARY DESCRIPTIONS FOR DATA SETS 
rhe su.mary descriptions i~ Section 2 of th i s catalog cover both the climate 
paraastsr and the aource radiance aeasureasnt dRta sets deecribed in aore 
detail in the on-line catalog. They are presented in the fora of tabular 
listings of key inforaation about each data met. An overview of the levels 
of data available or planned ie provided in Section 2. Table 2-1. 
Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 illustrate the foraats in which the suaaary 
description for para.eter dat~ seta and radiance data eets reepectively are 
presented. The suaaary intoraation for each cliaate paraaeter data Bet 
i ncludes the following iteas: 
a. DATA TYPE: The naas of the cliaate paraaeter is identified. The 
proceesing classification level for tha data set is aleo liated, 
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Tabl. 1-1. Suaaary Deecriptions For Cliaate Paraaeter Data Sets 
DATA TYPE Paraaeter: Level 
SOURCE "iesion: Sensor 
SPATIAL Coverage: Resolution 
TE"PORAL Coverage: Resolution 
PRODUCTS "ediu.: Quality 
~RCHIVE Na.e: Statue 
CATALOG REFERENCE Notee 
Table 1-2. Sum.ary Descriptions For Radiance "easureaent Data Sete 
DATA TYPE Spectral Band: Wavelength(e) 
SOURCE "iBBion: SenBor 
SPATIAL Coverage: Resolution 
TE"PORAL Coyerage: ReAolution 
PRODUCTS "ediu.: Quantity 
ARCHIVE Naae: Status 
CATALOG REFERENCE NoteB 
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typically Levels II and III (aee gloaeary for definition of data 
levele). If a particulal cliaate par~aeter has different inetruaent 
sourcas. saparate Bua.ary deecriptions will usually be prs8snted for 
each source. 
b. SOURCE: The naaas of ths aission(s)/satelltte(s) and the sensor(s)1 
instruaent(s) froa which the data set is derived are identified. 
c. SPATIAL: Spatial coverage and resolution for the data set are 
defined. The footprint size (for Level II) or grid size (for Level 
III). as well ae profile vertical levels if appropriate. are listed. 
d. TEnp~RAL: Teaporal coverage and resolution for the data eet are 
defined. Data collection start and end dMtes are listed. In addition. 
the duty cycle ae well as the saapling (for Level II) or 
averaging (for Levsl III) tiae period for tha data are explainsd. 
e. PRODUCTS: The aadiua (tape. fila) and nuaber of observations 
typically recorded per unit of tiae (e.g •• nuaber of observations 
every 24 hours). or the nuaber of data producte (physical unite) per 
unit of tiae (e.g •• nuaber of tapes per year) are listed. 
f. ARCHIVE: Th~ naae andlor location of the archive or other facility 
(euc)! as PCDS) l~oa which the data aet can be obtained ie identified. 
The ~uantity of data products actually available is aleo listed 
(e.g •• 2600 tapes covering 12/72 - 12/75). 
g. CATALOG REFERENCE: Thie coluan ie intended as an aid to finding 
the corr~sponding detailed description in the on-lin~ catalog. It 
includes an abbreviated naae for the detailed entry. foraed by 
abbreviating the para.eter. level. aission. and seneor naaes. 
For each radiance datw set the suaaary inforaation given is siailar to that 
presented for paraaete~ data sets (e.g •• the Base aajor column headinQ~) wlth 
a few differences: 
a. DATA TYPE: The portion of the electroaagnetic spectrua and the 
wavelength(s) are given for each sensing channel of the instrument. 
Data included are ordinarily Level 0 and Level I . 
b. SOURCE: (Saae as for paraaeter data set suaaary descr i ptions. ) 
c. SPATIAL: (Saae as for Level II paraaeter data eet suaaary 
descript i ons.) 
n. TEnpORAL: (Saae aa for Level II psraaeter data s e t suaa~ ry 
deecr i ptions.) 
e . PRODUCTS: (Saae as for paraaeter data eet suamary desc rlptl ons. ) 
f. ARCHIVE: (S~.e as lor paraae t er data eet eu.aary deecrlptlons. ) 
g. CATALOG REFERENCF: Th i s col u2n i s i ntended as an aid to flndl ng 
the specif ic dota i lsd descript i o~ in SectIon 4 of the catal og. I t 
includss an abb reviated naae for the detalled entry. foraed by 
abbrevia t ing the senso r and a i ssion naaes. 
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Th. purpose of the su •• ary de.cription i. only to provide k.y infor •• tion to 
.id in quickly surv.ying or scr •• ning .11 .vailabl. d.t. sets 1n order to 
sel.ct on. or .ore data .et. for a .ore detail.d .xeaination and .valuation 
uith respect to a pot.ntial ueer's r •••• rch data needs. The deci.ion to 
request .nd u.e a d.ta •• t uill typically require exaaination of the detailed 
deecription. The u.er. hou.ver. can elia1nate tho •• data •• t. not 
appropriate for hie epecific n •• ds by .xa.ining the .u.aary de.criptione. 
The ue.r. thu •• only ha. to dir.ct hi. att.ntion to the detailed descriptions 
of tho.e data •• te u~ich aight po •• ibly ee.t hia inforaation requireaente. 
To the extent practicable. the au.aary d.acriptiona are p~' ~eented ae ahort 
phrase •• single value •• or abbreviations. rather th.n narrative discuaeione 
in .antence fora. Thia approach is used eo that epecific entries can be 
found. raviewed. and coapared at a glance. 
1.4.2 DETAILED DF.SCRIPTIONS FOR DATA SETS 
The purpose of the detailed de.cription6 is to provide the inforaation needed 
to evaluate the suitability of the data set relative to specific resJarch 
needs and to aake an inforaed deciaion about requesting or orderinQ a 
particular data set to support these needs. The catalog contains tuo general 
types of detailed deecriptions: those for data sets of geophysical or 
cliaate paraaeterB (a Baaple is included in Section 3 of this docuaent) and 
thoBe for the i nBtruaents and radiance aeasureaents froa uhich the cliaate 
paraaeters were derived (a saaple ia included in Section 4 of this docuaent). 
A para.eter data Bet dBscription .ay COVBr data derived froa one instrument. 
0r froa a Beries or faaily of inetruaents uhere the data derived froa the 
faaily foras a continuous (or nearly continuous) set of siailar data products 
over an extended period of tiae. In reality. the processing and the design 
of the instruaente aay have changed during this extended perlod so that the 
data set ie not hoaogeneoue. but changes with tiae to reflect altered 
condltions (e.g .• revissd foraats. proceeeing algorithas. duty cyclee. stc.). 
The occurrence of each significant change is noted. 
A radlance data set description covers a specific instruBent or instruBent 
series. Generally. but not universally. there ie a elngle detailed 
instruaent data set description correeponding to each paraaeter data eet 
de.cript · on. 
Table 1-3 provldee an outline for the detailed deecription for individual 
data eete. The detailed descr i ption atteapts to be compreh.nsive and 
coaplete. and yet brief and concise in ter.e of the inforaation presented. Ae 
a practical matter. the catalog cannot repeat or duplicate the depth and 
extenl of inforaali~n included in reference docuaents. If ths discueelon or 
aaterial needed for full coverage of a particular topic or itea exceeds a feu 
ssntences the aaterial is euaaarized and referenced ralher than repeated. 
This is especlally true wilh respoct to discussions deecr ibi ng data 
derivation procedures. processlng etepa •• nd conversion equatlons and 
algorlthas WhiCh Bay require aany written pagee i n a reference docuaent. 
Siallarly. specll 1c tape foraats aay be referenced if the details are too 
extenSive for the purposes of the calalog. There i s always a trade-otf in a 
cetalog b~lween prOViding so auch detail that the catalog is i nconven ien t to 
use. and not enough coverage lo pr ov i de all needed lnfo r aal ion . 
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Table 1-3. Outline of Data Set Detailed Deecriptions 
1. TYPE OF DATA 
1.1 Parsaeter/neasurea.nt 
1.2 Unit of n.asur ••• nt 
1.3 Date Source 
1.4 Data Set Identification 
2. SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1 Spatial Coverage 
2.2 Spatial Resolution 
3. TEnpORAL CHARACTERISTICS 
3.1 Teaporal Coverage 
3.2 Teaporal Resolution 
4. INSTRUnENT DESCRIPTION 
4.1 nission Objectivee 
4.2 Key Satellite Flight Paraaetere 
4.3 Principles of Operation 
4.4 Inetruaent neaeureaent Geoaetry 
5. DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCE 
5.1 Processing Steps and Data Sets 
5.2 Derivation Techniques/Algorithas 
5.3 Sp~cial Correctione/Adjuetaants 
5.4 Processing Changes 
6. QUALITY ASSESSnENT 
6.1 Data Validation by Producer 
6.2 Confidence Level/Accuracy Judgaent 
6.3 Usage Guidance 
7. CONTACTS FOR DATA PRODUCTION INFORn~TION 
Position of Individual (uith raepect 






Table 1- ]. Outline of Data Set Detailed Descriptions (cont.> 
8. 
9. 
OUTPUT PRODUCTS AND AVAILAB ILl'n 
8.1 Tape Products 
8.2 Fil. Products 
8.] Other Products 
Na.e of Data Set 
nediu./Specification 





9.1 Archive Identification 
9.2 Procedures for Obta i ning Data 
9.] PCDS Status/Plans 
10. CONTACTS FOR ARCHIVE/ DATA ACCESS INFORnATION 





11.1 Sa ~elll te/inst rument/Dota Processlng Documentation 
11 .2 Jour al Artlcles and Study Reports 
1!.] Archive/DBnS Usage nocu.entation 




The detailed deecription hae specific .ajor headinQs. The use of a 
structured syete.atic for.at. rather than fres-for. narrative tor.at tor the 
deecriptione. pera its croes co.parieon betYeen data set character isti cs as 
yell ae a quick reviey of key points or facts describing a data sst. Each 
ite. of the detailed description is described belay: 
TYPE OF DATA (ITEn 1) 
The sntries under thie heading identify the cli.ate para.ster or radiance 
.sasure.ents contained in the data set. the .ission and sensor yhich are the 
source for the data. and other infor.ation yhich specifically identifies and 
distingu ishes th l S data eet fro. other data eets. Data aay co.e fro. a 
single .issi on and/or sensor. fro. a series of .issions all of yhich contain 
the same type of instru.ent. or fro. tyO or .ore generations at .issions and 
sensors yhich are i.proved yith each ney generation but Qhich are deSigned to 
collect the sa.e general types of data. 
Paraaeter/neasure.ent (1.1): This entry spec ifi es the derived geophysical 
para.eter or the type of radiance .easure yhich is contained in the data set. 
For a radiance data set. the spectral frequenciee/Qavelengths that are 
.easured are also l!stsd. 
Unit of "easurement (1.~): This entry defines the units of .easureaent in 
yhich data values are preeentod in output products (e.g •• degrees Celsius). 
Data Source (1. 3): This entry names the .issiono (satellites) and sensors 
(instru.ents) used to record data fro. yhich the data set yas ultimately 
derived. For data sets derived from non-satellite sources. the SOLrce is 
~dentified (e.g •• instru.ent X .ounted on aircraft Y). Siailar adjust.ents 
also have to bs .ade for certain othsr items in this outline when 
non-satellite sources are addressed in order to provide infor.ation 
equivalent to that Qhich is given for satellite sources. 
Data Set Identification (1.4): This entry presents the title or name of each 
data set used to identify and distinguieh this data set froa other data sets. 
This aay be the naae (e.g •• ae on a tape label) of the data product. the 
na.e of a specific application computer program that ganerates the data set. 
or other identification Qhich uniquely iaentifies the data set being 
described. The purpose of this naae/title is to minimizs ordering errors. 
aistakes. or misunderstandings betYeen the individual requesting a data set 
or p~oduct and those providing data products. In addition to providing the 
~eference name for the data set. this &ntry also identifies the processing 
level(s) for the data set. Level I is used to identify data sets containing 
calibrated and Earth located radiance .easure.ent derived fro. ray telemetry 
observation data. Level II is used to indicate a geophysical parameter data 
set at highest spatial and temporal resolution. Level III is used to 
indicate a set containing geophYBical parameter data yhich have been averaged 
to produce values at a layer spatial and ts.poral resolution. 
SPATIhL CHARACTERISTICS (ITEn 2) 
These entries define spat i al characteristics which bound ~nd ider.tify where 
data are recorded (i.& •• are poterlt i ally available) regardless of ~hethar the 
data have or have not been fully processed and archived. 
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Spatial Coverage (2.1): The type of coverage is defined as it relates to the 
portion of the Earth's surface and at.osphere that are covered by usable 
recorded instru.ent rsadings. For .any satellites. except geostationary. 
this coverage would be the whole Earth. The vertical spatial coverage 
defines the portion of the at.osphere or profile above the Earth that is 
.easured. For Level I and Level II data the coverage swath ie aleo defined 
in terme of width. overlap on consecutive orbits. and contiguous nature of 
the sweep or track pattern. For Le~Bl III data the grid pattern or 
projection is defined. 
Spatial Resolution (2.2): For Level I or II data. this entry represents the 
shape and size of the footprint of the sensor (i.e •• field-of-view (FOV». 
For Level III data. this is the area or the size of the grid cell over which 
data are averaged to co.pute a cli.ate para.eter value (e.g •• 1 degree X 1 
degree latitude and longitude or 100 k. square grid) and vertical profile 
levels. where appropriate. 
TE"PORAL CHARACTERISTICS (ITE" 3) 
The entries under this heading define tne time period and other te.poral 
conditione aeeociated with the data c~llected. Theee entriee define the time 
interval over which data are recorded by an instrument. rather than the time 
period for which products hRve been produced and archived. The actual ti.e 
period(s) for proceseed and archived data products are lieted under OUTPUT 
PRODUCTS AND AVAILABILITY (ITE" B) 
Te.poral Coverage (3.1): This entry defines the ti.e interval over which 
usable data have been recorded. This ti.e interval .ay be different from the 
total lifeti.e or duration of a eatellite mission starting with the launch 
date. (NOTE: These latter ti.e considerations are listed under INSTRU"ENT 
DESCRIPTION (ITE" 4». Periods of instrument stabilization i.mediately 
following turn-on when data aOd k~own to be of questionable quality are 
excluded. Typically. the start alld end dates listed are for a period of time 
beginning shortly after poetlaunc) instrument check-out and continuing until 
the on-board instrument fails or is turned off. or the satellite is 
deactivated or super£eded by a newer satellite. Aleo indicated are time 
periods when the instrument ie. or is not. operating as well as periods of 
data recording problems or gaps (e.g due to noise or instrument performance 
deterioration). In summary. this entry identifies when recorded data are 
available (independently of whether the data have or have not been 
processed). when data are not available. and when data are available but of 
such poor quality that proceSSing is not warranted. This includes an 
indication of the data gathering duty cycle and day/night recording periods 
of the instru.ent. 
Temporal Resolution (3.2): This entry defines the time interval represented 
by each data point. In particular. for Level I or II data this ia the data 
sa.pling period. For Level III data. it is the time interval over which data 
are averaged or aggregated. For level III data. the approximate number of 
obeervations contributing to each average value is also included. The revisit 
or re~eat cycle ti.e ie aleo listed. For Level I or II data. this is the 
ti.e required for one complete spatial coverage cycle. For Level III data. 
thiD is the ti.e interval between consecutive data averagee tor the S8me 
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location. Becauee of the cloee relationehip between temporal resolution and 
data ratee. (or data quantity on a per orbit or per day baeie) euch 
infor.ation is also included here. where relevant. 
INSTRunENT DESCRIPTION (ITEn 4) 
These antries su •• arize key characterietice of the inetru.ent and satellite 
and are preeented only for radiance data set descriptione. For parameter 
data sets. the heading ie present but the corresponding deecriptions 
presented for the radiance data are reterenced rather than repeated. 
nission Objectives (4.1): This includss a brief diecussion of ths reasons a 
particular satellite and instrument were developed and resulte to be 
accomplished tram their flight. If mieeion objectives ware not tully 
achieved. this is also explained (e.g •• instrument tailsd sooner than 
expected) • 
Key Satellite Flight Paramsters (4.2): Characteristics which dsscribs the 
flight ot the eatellite are listed. including launch date. planned or actual 
flight duration. orbit altitude and other orbit descriptors (e.g •• apogee. 
perigee. inclination. period. ascending and descending nodal crossing ti~e. 
longitude tor geostationary orbits. etc.). 
Principles ot Operation (4.3): This pntry briefly summarizes the major 
equipment components ot the instrument and their design principles tor 
sensing or techniquee ueed by the instrument. Documentation containing 
detailed designs. equations or discussions dsscribing how an instrument works 
are included here by referral to Item 11 (REFERENCES). 
Instru.ent neasurement Geomstry (4.4): This entry describes the viewing 
geometry and angular relationships and orientation of the instrument Wlt~ 
respect to the earth. 
DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCE (ITEn 5 ) 
These entries describe the ma jor procsssing steps that are performed to 
produce the data set and to derlve higher level products from it. 
Processing Steps and Data Sets (5.1): The processing flow and relationship 
ot data sets are explained under this entry. 
Der i vation Techniques/Algorithms (5.2): This entry summarizes the processing 
techniques used to produce the data set trom ths next lower level data set 
(e. g •• radiance to Level II conversion). 
Special Corrections/Adjuetments (5.3): Any special corrections. adjustment9. 
or assumed applicable conditions are explained under this heading. 
Processing Changes (5.4): Any processing changes that have occurred or are 
antic ipated tor future processing are explained here. 
QUALITY ASSESSMENT (ITEn 6) 
These entries describe the type of testlng that is or was pertormed to aseure 
data quality as well as an evaluation ot the accuracy ot the data in terms ot 
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design and actual error rates. Specific problems. deficisncies or 
li.itations on the use of t he data are also discussed . 
Data Validation By Producer (6.1): This entry su •• arizes the results of pre-
and poet-launch testing and data evaluation by the data producer (e.g •• 
co.parison of flight data with corresponding ground truth .sasure.ents). 
On-going teeting and planned future quality control / assurance procedures are 
also addressed. 
Confidence Level or Accuracy Judgment (6.2): This entry su.marizes the 
opinions or co •• ents of those .ost familiar with the data set with respect to 
its overall quality ~s well as specific areas of poor or good quality ~ata 
for eelected portions of the data set. The design accuracy goal for the 
instru.ent and resultant end product are defined and contrasted with the 
actual accuracy being achieved. All known data probleme are identified. 
Usage Guidance (6.3): Any restrictions. limitations or epecial warnings 
about the general or specific uee of the data are presented under thie 
heading. 
CONTACTS FOR DATA PRODUCTION INFORnATION (ITEn 7) 
The entries under this heading provide naaes and contact information on 
epecific individuals who are fa.iliar with the detaile concerning the 
collection and proceseing of the data eet. The same entr i es are repeated for 
each individual identified. 
Position of Individual: This entry explains what role the individual plays 
in the data production process. This .ight be the progra. or project 
.anager. principal inveet i gato r. sensor scientist. or other key .ember of a 
group responsible for so.e aspect of data production. 
Na.e of an Individual: The name of the individual is given. 
Organlzation: This entry names the organization of which the individual is a 
.ember. 
na iling Address: This entry contains the current address of the individual. 
Telephone Number: This entry contains the current telephone number of the 
individual. 
OUTPUT PRODUCTS AND AVAILABILITY (ITEn B) 
Theee entriee des cribe current/exieting and future/planned data products and 
the actual and planned quantity of such producte. A eeries of entriee is 
repeated for each type of data product that is archived or is planned. 
Product descriptions are organized under three types. Taps. Film. and Other. 
Type of Product: This title identifies the type of product (e.g •• tape. 
film. etc. : . 
Name of Data Set: This entry supplies the title or designator by which the 
part icular data set is known during processing or in tho archive. 
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nediu./Specification: Thie entry epecifiee the .edium (e.g., 7-track, 
556-bpi digital magnetic tape, or 35 .m black ~ ~hite positive slidee). 
For.at and Content: Thie entry identifies the data elements and their 
organization or arrange.ent on each data product. If a detailed format sheet 
is prepared and shipped ~ith data ~roductB, thie sheet can be referenced or 
included in the catalog. The entry ~~ould include descriptions or 
definitions ~hich are adequate for reading and interpreting data products. 
Data Quantity/Rate: This entry defines the time interval covered per 
physical unit (e.g ••• onthly data tape) and the nu.ber of observations per 
physical unit (e.g., one daily average co.pilsd on a yearly data tape or 365 
observations recorded on the tape). 
Status: This entry defines the coverage or time period(s) for ~hich data 
products actually exist and the nu.ber of physical units or volume of 
products in the archive. This entry also defines the rate at ~hich data are 
being processed and archived (e.g •• one monthly data tape rsel after a 4 
.onth lag fro. ti.e of collection). 
Plans/Schedule: In contrast ~ith the tabulating of existing products above. 
this entry lists the volume of products and anticipated production time table 
for products yhich are in preparation or are planned for production in the 
futurs. If thsre is a schsdule for deleting or purging data products after 
so.e period of ti.e, or for adding ne~ products. this inventory control 
procedure is alSO explained. 
DATA ACCESS (ITEn 9) 
These entries provide specific information on ~here and ho~ to order the data 
set fro. an archive. 
Archive Identification (9.1): This entry liets the name. address. and 
telephons nu.ber for the archive ~here the data set is or ~ill be stored. If 
copies of the data set are stored at tyO or more locations. all such 
locations are identified ~ith an indication of uhich archive has primary 
responsibility tor managing and distributing the data set. Future archives 
for a data set are also appropriately identified. Other information ~hich 
yould assist in locating a data set Yithin the archive may be included. 
Procedures for Obtaining Data (9.2): The procedures for obtaining the data 
eet are explained for each .ethod available (e.g., mailed request. telephone 
call. co.puter ter.inal. etc.). In particular. the folloYing are addressed: 
access means and options : access steps and rules for each .ethod: information 
that a requestor should have at hand to expedite the process (e.g •• account 
nu.ber. full data set 10. ti.e interval and geographical areas of interest, 
etc.): and pric ing guidance . This item also includes descriptions of special 
policies or restrictions that help a requestor de te r.ins how .uch it is 
likely to cost to order ths data he wants and ~hat. if any. ad.inistrative 
obstacles hs .ay have in gstting the data (e.g •• special orders typically 
require 6 .onths to process). 
PCOS Status/Plans (9.3): Thie sntry describee ths availability of the data 
est through the PCDS. Not all of the data eete desc r1 Ded in the catalog are 
held by peDS. so this entry notee whether the product is currently available 
through the peDS o r if any plane for future accese are being made. 
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CONTACTS FOR ARCHIVE OR DATA ACCESS INFORnATION (ITEn 10) 
The position title. or area of expertiee. na.e. organization. mailing 
addreee. and telephone number of individuale yith key reeponeibilitiee or 
knoYledge about the operation and/or contente of the archive Yhere the data 
eet ie located are lieted under thie heading. Such individuale are the 
primary contacts for requesting assistance in obtaining the data. (NOTE: 
Individuals having detailed knoyledge about the quality of ths data set or 
euitable applications for the data are listed under CONTACTS FnR DATA 
PRODUCTION INFORnATION (ITEn 7». 
REFERENCES (ITEn 11) 
These entriee liet varioue kinde of docu.ents yhich can be referenced for 
more detailed information that can be conveniently included in this catalog. 
Such docu.entation is organized under the fol l oYlng categories: 
Satellite/Instrument/Data Proceseing Documentatlon ( 11.1 ) 
Journal Articles and Study Reporte (11.2) 
Archive/DenS Usage Documentation (11.3) 
RELATED DATA SETS (ITEn 12) 
This antry includes referencee to and short descriptions of other data sets 
related to thoee described in t~e catalog. 
SUnnARY/SAnPLE (ITEn 13) 
This entry presents data sum.aries and sample outputs so that the catalog 
reader can get an overviey of the data in the data set (e.g •• simple 
etat i etice euch ae meane. variancee. rangee. s t c.) and so that the potential 
data requestor can see (on a liaited quant i ty basis) the form in yhich he 
Yill receive data. Such eamples .ight take the for. of pl9tted contour maps. 
tables. histograms or other tabular or graphic presentations. An 
illustration of the format of tape records may also be included. (Note: 
Typically. documentation describing the tape format yill si.ply be listed 
under Archive/DenS Usage Documentation (Item 11.3». 
NOTES (ITEn 14) 
Information Yhich does not fit under the other headinge but ie considered 
i.portant to include in the catalog is listed under this i tem. 
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SECTION 2. SU"nARY DESCRIPTIONS 
For each c l i mate parameter and source included in this catalog. an overvie~ of 
the levels of data available. or planned. is provided in Figure 2-1. 
For the cli.ate parameter data sets discussed. summary descriptions are given 
in Table 2-1. Table 2- 2 provides su •• ary descriptions of radiance .easure.ent 
data sets organized 1n the sequencs of ths four principal bands in ~hich the 
.easure.ents uers obtained. These highly abbreviated descriptions are intended 
for quick reference: the reader should use the detailed desc ripti ons in Section 
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at 0 600 and 1800 
f or S peCial 
ObeervIng Perlode 
01/1731 - 12/1980 . 
12/1978 - 11 / 1979. 
Moet ar e recorded 
at 0000 . 0600. 
1200. a n d 1800 GMT: 







parameters ) IInc Waeh 
Level II}-a: 100 
tapee: IIMC 
Level 
Opera t Ional 
Anal y aee: 1 
IIMC Malbourne 










I I I -b: 
ECMWF 
Level I} I - b 
(FGGE3B): 82 tapee 
Tape - Wor Id 
Surfac;3 
Climatology 




Tape Ma I n Lsv e l 
1 I - b data eet: 1 5 
tapee: Leve I I I - b 
Restructured data 
eubeete (FGGE2B): 93 
tapee In total; 
Final Level II-b 
dala eet: 175 tapee 






WOC - A r. PCDS 
Moet are 




NCAR r. PC OS 



















Para .. eter 
Level 
HUMIDITY (To tal 
Atmo epherlc Water 
Vapor ) 
Level I I 
HUMIDITY 
( Te .. perat ur e l 
Hu midit y 
Soundlngel 
Leval I I 
HUMIDITY 




( Relative ) 
Level I II 
SOURCE 
Seneor 






In el tu 
FGGE 
Multiple 




Global to 84. 2deg 
latitude: 60k~ x 




Global. 100 0mb to 
50mb ( 300mb t or 
RH): HOrlzonta l: 
2.5deg x 2.Sdeg: 
V.,rtlcal: 12 
'evele to ~Omb 
t o r ht: 6 leve l e 
to JOOmb tor RH 
Global: ECMWF and 





2 . 5deg grids: 
ECMWF provldee 15 
leve ls fro .. 10 0 -









10 00 .. b (except 
t o r humidity ulth 





1~/1978 - 11/1979. 
6 days to I' 9 I oba I 
r.overage: P o uer on 
1 day ot 2 
01/1979 - • 
Orbl ta I per lod 
102 "Inutss: 
orblts / day 
01l197J - • 
Ie 
14 
Evsry 12 h ours. at 
OOOOZ and 1200Z 
12/1978 - 11 /1979 . 
Usually ava i lable 
tor 0000 and 1200 
GMT. also avallabls 










At .. ospherlc Water 
Vapor: 12 tapee 
Tape TIROS-N 
Te~perature/Hualdlty 
Soundlnge: 53 tapas 
Tape - Combined ulth 
other ueather 
variables (NMCGRD): 





parameters) WMC Wash 






I I I - a: 23 
GFOL Leve l 
123 tapse: 
"osca,", 






Lpvel I II-b 









1 / 80 
NCAR B. PCDS 
Avallabls 



























DATA TYPE SOURCE 
Parameter Seneo~ 
Level Mleel on 
IC E-SHEET SU RF ACE RADAR ALTM 
ELEVATI ON 
SE ASAT 
Level I I 
ICE-SHE ET SURFACE RADAR ALTM 
ELEVAT IO N 
SEAS AT 
Level I I I 
NITRIC ACID LIMS 
( Mlxl n g Riltlo 
II.) P ~ot\lee) NIMBUS-7 I 
ID 
Level II 
NITRIC ACID LIMS 
( Mlxlng Ratlo) 
N I MBlIS-7 
Level I I I 
~ 





ot 72deg N and 
Antarctlca north 
ot 72deg S: 
varles tro .. SOOm 
to Skm 
<.raenland eouth 
ot 72deg N and 
Antarctlca nor·.h 
ot 72deg S; 2Skm 
x 25km 
Horlzontal: 84deg 
N to 64deg S: 
Protlles every 
4deg ot lat: 
Vertlcal: 15 to 
64ka tor 020ne. 
IS-Slkm to r c..ater 
vapor: 15-40kll 
to r nltrlc ilcld. 





Hor lzontal : 84deg 




07 / 1978 - 10/1978. 
Repeat coverage 
every 3 daya: 10 
obe~rvat l ona/ssc 
07 / 1973 - 10/1978. 
Average over 
coverage perlod 




at hIgh p,. loc.. 
latItudes; at 
equator. approx 70 
aec and In pylar 







pruvlde averagee ot 
several orblte and 
dally averagee 
PRODUCTS 




elavatlona: 4 tapaa 
Tape - Contour aap 
ot Ice aurface 
&Ievatlon.: 1 taps 
Tape Inverted 
Protlle Archlvai 
Tape (LAIPAT): 36 
tDpes. approx 
tape/2 to 6 day. of 
data 
Tape - rlap Arch,val 
Tapes (LAriAT) : 7 
tapes . Crosa-Sectlon 
Archival Taps (CAT): 
approxlllately I 
tape; Crose-Sectlon 
Data MatriX Tape 
(rlATRIX-C): approx 
14 tapee: Seasonal 
Map Archlval Tapes 
(LASMAT): 





To be arch,vad 
NSSDC 





LArlATa p,. SMATs 
to be at NSSDC 
9/84: LAriATS ln 





















Level I I 
N I TROGEN 
(Mlxlng 
Proflle ) 





( Mlxlng Ratlo ) 
Level I I I 
OZONE (Vertlcal 
D,etr,but,on ) 











AEM - 2 




G I ~ba I from 79deg 
N 79deg S. 
a ~ove 10km or 
cloud tope ; 
Hor1zontal: Ikm x 
2S0km ; Vert1 cal : 
lkm 
Horlzontal: d4deg 
N to 64deg S; 
Prof1lee every 
4deg of lat; 
Vert1cal: IS to 
64km for ozone. 
IS-Slkm for uater 
vapor; 15-40km 
for n 1 tr1c aC1d. 











above cloud tops; 
Hor1zontal: lkm x 





02/1979 - 11/1961. 
Full coverage every 
16 daye 










equator. approx 70 
sec and 1n polar 
reglone approx 200 
eec 






other product e 
provlde averagee of 
eeveral orb1te and 
dallyaveragee 
02/1979 - 11 /1961 . 









dene1ty and 1II1xlng 
ratiO proflles 
(SAGE-PROF) : 
tapel l lIIonth 
Tape Inverted 
ProfIle Arch1val 
Tape (L AIPAT ): 36 
tapee. approx 
tape/ 2 to 6 d , ie ot 
data 
Tape - Map Archlval 
Tapee (LAMAT): 7 
tepee: Croee-Sectlon 
Arch1val Tape (CAT): 
approxlmately I 
tape: Croae-Sectlon 
Data Matr1x Tape 
(MATRIX-C); approx 
14 tapee: Seaeonal 
Map Arch1val Tapee 
(L AS MAT ) : 
appr oxl mately 1 tape 
Tape - Ozone number 
dene1ty and mlxlng 
ratlo prof1lee 











LAM ATe ~ SMATs 
to t-e at NSSDC 
9 /6 4; LAMATS 1n 
PCDS late 1964 


















OZONE ( ~lxlng 
'-l Ratio Prof11es ) 
I 
:: Level I I 
OZONE (Total Ozons 
Co ntent and Ozons 
Pro t llee) 














Gl obal. 40mb 
O.4mb: 
horlzontal: 200km 
x 200 km. 
vertl c al: 2.Skm 
Horlzontal : 84deg 
N to 64deg S ; 
Protlles eve ry 
4deg ot lat: 
Vertical: IS to 
64km t or 020ne. 
I S-S lkm t or u 3ter 
vapor ; IS-40km 
f or nltrl c aCl d . 





Gl oba I. 
0.4mb: 
40mb-






04/1970 - OS/1977. 
6 days tor global 
coverage. dayllght 
only: 32 sec l 
observatlon 
10/ 1978 - 05/1979. 
Tlme 








quator. appr ox 70 
s ec and ln polar 
regl ons approx 200 
sec 
11/1970 - . 












Medl u m 
Quantity 
Tape Detalled 
total 020ne (DTOZ): 
16 tapes l 7 yrs: 
Comprsssed total 




products ( DPFL ) : 37 
tapss/7 yrs: 
Compressed profi l es 
(CPFLl: 4 tapes /7 
yrs 
Taps Invsrted 
P ro flle Archival 
Tape (LAIPAT): 36 
tapes. ap;>rox 
tape/2 to 6 days ot 
data 
Tape - To tal 
ref lectlvl ty. 
o'Zone. 
1D1xlng 
layer ratlOS. &. 
ozone amounts. scan 
by scan and orblt by 
orbit (HDSBUV or 





















Four years ot 
data available: 
HDSBUV 














Pa rame ter 
Leve l 
OZONE ( Total Ozone 
Co ntent and Oz one 
profll ee ) 
Level I I 
IV OZONE ( Tota I ) 
Level II 
OZONE ( Tota I 
VertIca l 
OIstrlbutlon ) 






NIMBUS - 7 
TOMS 
NI MB US- 7 
BUV 
N~MB US-4 




Horl z on tal: 
glo bal at 200km x 
200k m. l arge gar~ 
bet ueen orblts at 
equator (200km 
ulde orbItal 
strIps ee parated 
by approx 2600k m 
at squator and 
convs rglng at 
lncreaslng 
latltudes ) 
VertIcal: 28 t o 
S5k m at approx 
2km lntervals 
Global; 50k m 
50km. var Ies 
200km x 200km 





hor l z o ntal 10deg 
latlt u de zonss . 




12/ 197 8 - 11/1979 . 
6 days f or global 
coverage: Pouer on 
3 days 0 f 4: 
Daylight only: 32 
aec / observat,on; 
atsp- mods only 
11 / 1978 -
day f or g lobal 
coverage . pousr o n 
J d ays o t 4, 
daylIght only: 200 
meecl obeervatl on 
04/ 1970 - 05/1977 , 
6 daye tor gl oba l 
co verage, dayl I ght 






Level II -c Ozone 
(SBUV / FGGE) : 12 
tapes 
Ta pe - Total ozons. 
rptlect,vlty. &. 
measured rad,ances 
( HDTOMS or OZDNE-T): 
18 625 0 - bp' 
yea r 
tapes/l 
Tape - Da.ly zonal 
means ~ profllee 
geodetI c coord 
(DZP ) : I tape/7 yre: 
dally zonal lIeane. 
geomagnet.c coord 
CDZP M) : I tape/7 
yrs : Gr.dded ~onthl y 
mean total ozone: I 
tape /7 yrs: Gr.dded 
Monthly Mean ozon~ 





WDC-A r.. PCDS 
AvaIlable 
NSSDCI PC:IS 
Four yaara of 
data avaIlable: 
























Lev e l 
OZO NE 
Rat 10 ) 
( MIx ing 
Level I I I 
OZO NE ( Tor; a l 
Verti c a l 
Di st ribu ti on) 
Leve l II I 
lw 
SOU RCE 
S .. n .. o r 





Tilbl .. 2-1. Susmary DescriptIons for Cllmat .. Parameter Data S .. ts (cont.) 
SPATIAL 
Co v .. raga 
Resoluti o n 
HorI zontal: 84deg 




h o rIzontal 
latItude 
200 km x 











05 / 1979. 
provide 
and 
seasona l a vs rages: 
other product s 
provide averages of 
several orblte and 
dally a ver ages 
1111978 - • 
6 days for global 
co v .. rage . pouer on 
3 da ye ot 4. 
dil y llght only: 
da lly . month ly . lw 
seasona l averages 
PRODUCTS 
MedI u m 
QuantIty 
Tape - Map ArchIval 
Tapes ( LAMAT ): 7 
tapes: Cross-SectIon 
Ar c hival Tape (CAT): 
approximately 1 
tape: Crose-Section 
Data Matrix Tape 
(MATRIX-C): approx 
14 tapes: Seasonal 
Map Archival Tapes 
(L AS MAT ) : 
approxImately 1 tape 
Taps - Averages of 
t o tal ozone lw mIxI ng 
ratIos ( ZMT-T ) : 1 
1600-bpI tapell yedr 
F I 1m 16ml1 
orbital 
cross-ssctlon 
lIa t rlces 
( SBUV- MATRIX ) : 
B'oI. 
reel per year: 
tables of zonal 
means (SBUV-TABLES): 
1 reel per ysar 







to be at NSS DC 
9/84: LAMATS In 
PCDS lats 1984 
NSSDC 
Tuo ysars of 
data aVBIlable: 
oth .. rs to be 
archived In 






















NI I1B US-7 
GI10N 
In el tu 
GI1GN 
In SIt u 












Global. 1000mb to 
50mb (300mb tor 
RH): HO rl20ntal: 
2.5deg x 2.5deg: 
VertI c al: 12 
levele to 50mb 
tor ht: 6 levele 




1111978 - • 
day tor global 
coverage. pouer on 
3 daye of 4. 
daylIght only: 
dally. monthly. 30 
eeasonal averages 
01 1 1731 - 121 1980 . 
01/1973-. 
Every 12 houre. at 
OOOOZ and 12002 
PRODUCTS 
l1edlull 
Quant I ty 
Tape - Zonal aeans 
of total 020ne 
(ZI1T-T): I tapell 
yr: Data tor 
aontage: 1 tapell 
uk: da ll v grldded 
averages (GRlDTOI1S): 
I 6250-bpI tape l l 
year: dally. 
monthly. 30 eBaeon 
averagee at total 
020ne (I1ATRIX-T): 1 












lTO l1S-I1ATR I Xl: 
reel l l year: 241mm 
8\1. uorld aontage : 
I / day: dally. 
ueeltly. lIonthly. r-
eeaeon 20nal ave tor 
total 020ne 
( T0l1S- TA8LES l : 
reel l l yr 
Tape - World I10nth l y 
Surtac e StatIon 
ClImatology 
(SSCLII1ATEl: 1 tape 
Tape - COlllb.ned ulth 
other ueather 
va rl ablee (NI1CGRD ) : 





Tuo y.ars at 
data available: 
other. to be 
archived In 
1984 
NCAR " PCDS 















RADIAT IO N BUDGET 
Lallal II 










NIMBUS - 7 





2Skm x 25km 
Earth: globa I: 
4.5deg latitude 
zonAS fa I' zonally 
alleraged 
insol ation. 
approx 500km x 
5 00k m ( World Grid 
Format ) to I' 
radiation budget 
parametel'e: Sun : 
iu I I dlek: eolar 
diameter 
Earth. gl oba I: 
SOak III x 500km: 















12 /1978 - 11 / 1979 . 
I day for globa l 
cOllerage. eolar 
disk lIelued 14 
tlmee dally: Pouer 
on 3 daye Of 4 : 
Scanning modee used 
during SO," at o n 
tlmee uhl le LIMS 
ac t Ille 
11 / 1978 - 1980106 . 
App rOXimately I day 
fa r global 
coverage, eolar 
disk vleued 13-15 
tlms dally: pouer 













Film Mi crofiche: 
Weekl y. monthly. 
eeaeonal and annual 
average rainfall 
mape: 6 IIIlcroflche 
Tape ERBZ/ FGGE 
Lellel I I-c data eet 
(ER BZ/ FGGE): 1 tape: 
ERBMI FGGE Leve I I I -c 
data eet 

















11 / 16/78 




























Mlesl o n 
ERB 
NIMB U5-6 




Ea r th . 
l 60k a x 
",I obal: 
160ka. 
500klll X 500k lll. 
4.5deg latItude x 
4.5deg longItude. 
4.5deg latltuds 
zones and 9dag 
longItude 
•• rldlonal 2 0n98; 




07 / 1975 - 11 /1978. 
Approxlaat.ly I day 
for gl o bal 
coverage. aolar 
dlek vleued 13-15 
tleee dally: dally. 





Tape - Zonal asane 
tape ( ZMT ) : 2 tapeel 
I yr: grldded and 
eapped data for 
alcrotlla productIon 
(M ATR IX): ! 2 tap •• /1 
yr 












21 / 1110nth. 19/e.aeon: 
eolar constant ~ 
Ineolatlon table: 
I / day . tabl.. ot 
terre.trlal flux. 







A .. alting 


















Para .. eter 
Leve l 
RA DI AT IO N 
( Net ) 
Level I I I 
BUDGET 
RA DI AT IO N BUDGET 
Lavel I I I 
RA DI ATI ON BUDGET 





NIMB US - 7 
SR 
NOAA - 3 
SR 
NOAA - 4 




Ea rth . 
16 0 klll x 
gl o bal: 
160km. 
SOOk. X SOOkm. 
4.Sdeg latltuds x 
4. Sdeg longitude. 
4. Sdeg latitude 
z ones a nd 9deg 
longitude 
.e rldional zones: 
Bun. fUll disk 
Global: 12Skm x 
12Sk . NM C Polar 
Starographlc 
grid. 2.Sdeg x 
2.Sdeg lat/long 
Merca lor aap 
Global; 12Skm x 
125 km NM C Polar 
Sterographlc 
gr id . 2.Sdeg x 
2 . Sdeg lat/long 




11/1978 - • 
approXimately I day 
to r globe I 
coverage. e o lar 
dlek vleue' ; 13 - 15 
tlaee del ly ; 
o n 3 da y e 
dall y . 
aonthly. 
pouer 
o t 4; 
S -day . 
and 
seaeonal averages 
06/ 1974 - 12 / 1974 . 
14.3 or blt e / day 




Cuant l ty 
Tape - Zonal Msana 
Tape ( ZMT ) : 2 
tapse/l yr: grldded 
and mapped data tor 
alcrofl lm production 
(ERB-MATRIX): 12 
tapee/ I yr: Seaeonal 
Averagee ( SAVER ) : 4 
tapee/ I year 
Fil m 35a .. Bioi. 
p o l ar eteorog.aphlc 
~ Me rcat or ma ps o t 
aat r lx data producte 
( MATRIX - MAPS ) : I 
sst / I .. onth: so l ar 
" table








set ! month 
Tape Dally Hea t 
Budge t Produc t s 
(NOAA-HB): 4 tapes/ 
yr : Monthly Means: 1 
tapel l yr 
Tape Dall> Heat 
Budget Pr o d uct s 
(NOAA-HB): 4 tapee l l 
yr: Monthly Meane: I 









MATRIX In PCDS 
SDSD ~ PCDS 
Avai l able 




RB / EN67 
00 
..,, ::; 
""t" ,. '\ 
---' 
, ,; . 
















Level I II 
SEA ICE 



















Global: 125ka )( 
125ka NMC Polar 
Sterographlc 
grid. 2.5deg )( 
2.5deg lat l long 
Msrcator aap 
Global: 125km )( 
125k~ NMC Polar 
Sterographlc 
grid. 2.5dsg )( 
2.5deg lat l long 
Msr c ator map ' 
Global: 125ka )( 
125km NMC Polar 
Starographlc 
grid. 2 .5deg )( 
2.5deg lat l long 
Msrcator 1II0P 
Global: I 25klll x 
125ka NMC Polar 
Steroglaphic 
grid. 2.5deg x 






al on g 











by appro)( 2000klll 











09/1976 - 0 2/1978. 
14.3 orblts / day 
06/1979 - • 
14.3 orblts l day 
06 /1 981 - . 
14.3 orblte/ day 
01 /1 979 - • 
14.3 orblte/ day 
12 / 1978 - 11/1979. 
Po~sr on 1 day ot 
2: near g l obal 
coverage ( above 50 




Tape Dally Heat 
Budget Producta 
(NOAA-HB): 4 tapeal 
yr: Monthly Meane: 1 
tapel yr 
Tape Dally Heat 
Budget Produc ts 
(NO AA -HB): 4 tapeel 
yr: Monthly Means: I 
tapel yr 
Tape Dally Heat 
Budget. Pre ucta 
( NOAA-HB ) : 4 t a pesl 
yr: Monthly Meana: I 
tape l l yr 
Tape Dally Heat 
Budget Products 
(NOAA-HB): 4 tapesl 













SDSD .. PI.. J S 
Available 
seSD .. PCDS 
Avallabls 
SDSD .. PCDS 
Avai lable 
SDSD .. PCDS 
Aval labia 





HB I NOAA 
HB / NOAA 













Lev e l III 
SE A ICE 
_ Level III 
Ii) 
SEA SURF ACE 
ELEV AT IO N 
Laval I II 
SOURCE 
Sene or 




NI P1B US-6 
RA DAR ALT" 
GEOS - 3 
Tabl e 2- 1. Sus.ar y Oeecrlptlone f or CIl mate Paraceter Data Sete (cont.) 
SP ATI AL 
Covsrage 
Ree olu tl on 
Polar reglons to 
SOueg latltude : 
2 .Sdeg x 2.Sdog 
Pola r re g l on s t o 
SOdeg l atlt ude : 
.5deg x 2.Sdeg 
Global oceana 
bet~ee n 6Sdeg N 
and 6Sdog S . 
excludIng e omA 
areas ot the 
South At l a ntlc 
a nd IndIa n 
ocsans: Avg: 10 km 
x 10km 
TE" POR AL 
Ccve rage 
Resol u tl on 
12/1972 - 12 / 1977 . 
12 houre f or 
co .p le te co ve rage: 
3-day aver age 
06/1975 - 12/ 1977 . 
12 houre t o r 
co mplete coverage : 
3-day avsrage 
04 / 1 ~7S - 12/ 1976 . 
Re peat coverage 
every 4 ~eeka: 10 
o baarvatl one l aec : 
I obeerva t l o n/l eec 
averages 
PRODUCTS 
"ed , ue 
Quantlty 
Tape "apped sea 
lce concen o t 
A~CtlC . 3-day 
averagee: tape/ I 
yr: mapped sea l c e 
concentratlon ot 
antarc t lC . 1- ~ 
3-day averagee: 2 
tape s / I yr: sapped 
sea Ice concen. 
aonth1y. season.: ~ 
nnual varlatl on : 2 
tapee/ S yre 
T<pe "apped eea 
l ce concen trat lon o t 
Ar ctlc . 3-day 
ave~ages: tape l 1 
yr: ma pped eea lce 
concen t ratl~~ ot 
Antar c tl c . 1- ~ 
3-day averagee: 2 
tapeel 1 y r: a apped 
eea 
concen tratlon. 
monthly . eeasonal 
l c e 
~ 
annual varlatl on : 2 
ta pee/S y re 
Tape - Sea surfac e 
elevatlon and o ther 
geo physlcal 
pa r aaetere 
(SOR. GOR): 131 tapee 
(10 obe / sec ) . II 





To be archlved 
1964 
HSSOC 





S II EN56 












Para a a te r 
Le v el 
SE A SU RF ACE 
ELEV ATI ON 
Le ve l I II 
SE A SU RF ACE 
TE MPER ATURE 
Le ve l II 
o S EA S URF ACE 
EI!PER ATUR E 
Leve l II 
SE A SU RF ACE 
TE MP ERATURE 
Lev e l II 
Tabl e 2 - 1. S u amary De s c ri p tions t o r C ilaats Paraaster Data Sets ( c o nt. ) 
S OURCE 
S e n s or 
Ml eS lon 
RA DAR ALTM 
SE A.5 AT 
VISS R 
GOES-I.2 . 3 . 4 
GMON 
In Sl tu 
FGGE 
Mul t lpls 
S P AT I AL 
Co ve ra g e 
Resolution 
Global o c eana 
bs t uee n 7 2 deg N 
a nd 72deg S: Avg: 
6k a x 6 ka 
Po l e-to - pol e Cr o a 
5 dsg \I t o 
II or 65deg 
155 d sg E : 
8ka 
GI o b a I . 
r e s ol u t ion 
t o 200 km 
14 5 dsg 
II t o 
8 kll x 
100ka 
Globa l 
I Dte r a l 
co vo rage; 
r e s olu t io n ot 
5 00 k m t o r 
s ou"d l ngs 
(tempe r a t u r e a nd 
u l nd ) . su rl ~ce 
pl"ElOB u ro. 
h ual d lt y a nd s e a 
te a p Ul t h a 
vertica l 
r eeo lut l cn o f 7 
level s l or 
d o u nd I ng ll ( 4 
tr o po e pher l c . 3 
e tra t o spher l c) 
a nd ~ d o t ~ o r 
h Ulllldl ty 
TEMP ORAL 
Coverage 
Raso ! utlon 
07 / 1978 - 10/ 197 8. 
Repeat covsrage 
avsry 3 days: 10 
observatl ons / eec 
07 / 197 4 -
Ful I c o verage I S 
obtalnsd every 
hal t - h ou r. 
0 1 / 173 1 - 1 2 / 198 0 . 
12 / 19 7 8 - 11 / 1979 . 
Moet are reco rded 
at 0 000 . 060 0 . 
12 0 0. and ;800 GMT: 
aay vary ult h data 










I - tape. .. 
100 tapes 
(M-tape . 
G- tape l : 
Tape - laagery of I R 
tsapsraturs. In 
severa l toraate: 1-3 
tapee / day 
FIIIII - laagery of IR 
temperatures In 
•• veral ror~at. : 
g O/ day 
Tape - lIorld Monthly 
Su r lac e Statl o n 
C ilaatol o gy 
(SSC L I MATE ) : tape 
Ta pe Mai n Lavel 
I I - b data aet: 175 
tapes: Leve I II - b 
Rsstr ucturad data 
eubeata ( FGGE2B ) : 93 
t a pes In lotal: 
F i na l Leve l II - b 
da ta aet: 175 tapee 
Pa pe r - Lev e I 
I nvsnt o rles 








NCAR .. PCDS 
IIDC-A .. ;'COS 
Aval l abls. 
except tor 
Final Level 

















SEA SURF ACE 
TEMPERATUR :::: 
Level II 
SEA SURF ACE 
TEMPER ATURE 
Leve l II 
S EA SURF ACE 









NI MB US-7 
SMMR 









Global to 84.2deg 
latitude: 155k m x 
156k m 
Glo bal to 84.2deg 
lat lt ude: 156k m x 
156k m 
Pole-to- pole tram 
5deg ~ to 145deg 
W o r 55deg W to 








11 / 1978 - • 
5 daye tor global 
coverage. po~er on 
I d~y of 2: 24 eecl 
observstlon 
12 / 1978 - 11/1979. 
5 daye f or global 
coverage. p o wer on 
1 day of 2 
07 / 1974 - • 
Full coverage le 
obtalned every 
hal f -hour. 
01/1979 - 11 /1979 . 







(PARM-LD) : 31 
tapee/ l yr 
SMMR/ FGGE Tape 
Level II-b Sea 
Surface Temperature: 
4 tapes 
Tape - Imagery of IR 
temper~tures in 
several tormate: 1-3 
tapes/ day 








II-b data Maln Level 
eet: 175 tapee: 
Level II-b 
Restructured data 
eubeete (FGGE2B): 93 
tapee: Flnal II - b 
data eet: 175 tapee 






----NSSDC SST/ SN 
T~o year. 
avallable 




WDC - A a. PCDS FGGE 
Avallable. 
except tor 
Fina I Level 








SE A SURF ACE 
TEMPERATURE 
Level I II 
SEA SURF ACE 
TEMPER ATURE 





I-I l nBUS-7 
AVHRR 
NOAA-6 




Global to 84.2deg 
latItude; 156 km x 
156k m 
Global oceans 
tram 70deg N t o 
70deg 5; 0.5deg x 
0.5deg. Ideg x 
Ideg. 2.5deg x 





1111978 - • 
6 days tor gl o bal 
coverage. power on 
1 day at 2: 6-day ~ 
30- day .ilverages 
06 / 1979 - • 














land locean data 
(nAP-LO) : tapell 
month; mapped eea 
ICS WIth eurtace 








9.5- x 9.5- col o r 
prInts. Mercat o r 
",aps. 64deg N to 
64deg 5 at 
l and /ocsan parms 
MATRIX - La): 1 / 6 
d ays ~ 1/1110nth: 
po:ar maps. 90deg to 
SOdeg ot sea lce/ice 
sheet par~s 
(MATRIX-55): 116 
daye S. l/lllonth 
Tape - Sea surfacs 
t emperature 
obeervatlons: I 
tapel 1 wk; SST 
a~ alyzed tlelds: 1 
tape/15 days (ldeg ) . 
I tape/l month 1.5 
and Sdeg). I tape l l 
year (2 .5deg ) 
Paper - 8- x 10 - BW: 
co nt our charts ot 
global SST data: 1 






























Levs l I I I 
"-l SEA SURF ACE 
I TEMP ER ATURE 
N 
W Level I I I 
SNO W COVER AGE 
BOUNDARY 









In B J tU 





trom 70deg N to 
70d eg S: O.Sdeg x 
O.Sdeg. l d eg x 
Ideg. 2.Sdeg x 
2.5deg. 5deg x 
5deg 
Globa l oceans 
70deg II to 70deg 
S : 0 . 5de g x 
0.5deg. Ideg x 
Ideg. 2 . 5deg x 
2 . Sdeg . 5deg x 
Sdeg 
Global. 1000mb t o 
50mb (300 mb tor 
RH ) : HorIzontal. 
2.5deg x 2.Sdeg: 
Ver tIca l: 12 
levele t o 50mb 
tor ht: 6 levele 
to 300mb for RH 
TEMPORAL 
Cove rags 
Re solutIo n 
05 / 1981 -





0 1/ 1979 -
day for 
c') verag e : 
ana lysee 
pr oduced 
ueek ly . and 
0\/ 197"] - • 
gl oba l 
fIe ld 
are 





dal I y. 
monthly 
Every 12 houre. a t 
OOOOZ a n d 1200Z 
PRODU CTS 
nedl u m 
Quanllty 
Tape - Sea aurtace 
temperature 
obeervations: 
tape / l uk: 
I 
SST 
analyzed f l e l de: 
tape /1 5 daye (Ideg). 
I ta p e ll month (.S 
and 5d eg ) . I tape l I 
yea r ( 2.Sdeg) 
Pape r - 8- x 10 - aw: 
con t our charte of 
global SST data: I 
eet / uk 
Tape - Sea s ur tace 
tempe ra ture 
observatIons: 
tapel I uk; 
1 
SST 
ana lyzed tIelds: 
tape/ lS days Ilde~ ). 
1 taJ:e / l mont h (.5 
and Sdeg ) . 1 tape/l 
year (2 .5deg) 
Paper - 8- x 10- aw: 
contour charte of 
global SST data: I 
set l uk 



































Table 2-1. Summary O~ecrlptlons tor Cllmate Parameter Da ta Sets <cant.) 
SPATI AL 
Cove , .lga 





500km x 5uOkm. 
4.5deg latltude x 
4.5deg \ ongltude. 
4 . 5deg latltude 
zonee and 9deg 
longltude 
merldlonal zone.: 




0 7 /1975 - 11 / 1978. 
Approxlmate ly I day 
tor global 
coverage. eolar 
dlek vIeyed 13-15 
tlmes dally: dally. 





l ape - Zonal .eans 
tape <ZMT): 2 tapeel 
I yr: grldded and 
mapped data for 
.lcrofilm production 











&~p , oxl~ately 4/wk • 
. / ecnt ~~ .• l~/ F3.aaon: 
dOlar ccnDt~~t ~ 
in~ ~ ' at l ~~ t~bla: 






















Tab l e 2 - 1. Summary Deecrlp t lons t o r Climate Parameter Data Sete (cont.) 
DATA TYPE SOURCE SPATI AL TEMPORAL PRODUCTS ARCHIVE CATALOG 
Parameter Seneor Coverage Coverage Medius NamC't REFERENCE 
Level MIssi on Resolution Rssolutl o n Qu ant I ty Status 
SOLAR FLUX ERa Ea r th. g l oba I: 12 / 1978 - Taps - Zonal Msans NSSDC/ PCDS RB / EN67 
160km x 15 0 km. approxillately 1 day Tape (ZMT) : 2 
Level II I NIMB US-7 SOOk", x SOOk", , t o r global tapes/l yr: grldded Three years of 
Il ,Sdeg latitUde x coverage . so l ar and mapped data tor MATRIX 
4. Sdeg longitude . d isk VlSIoIed 13-15 1I11 Crotll lll production available: t ... o 
4 . 5deg latitude t lilies dB 1 I y; po ... er (ERB-'ATR I X) : 12 at SAVER: 
zones and 9 d9g on 3 days at 4 ; tapes / l y~ : Seasonal MATRIX In pces 
lo ng I tude dally. 6-day. Av eragee (SAVER) 4 
me r i d ional zonee: so nthly . and tapes/ l year 
sun. tu I I d le ic seasonal av e rages 
F I 1m 35s11 BW. 
polar steorographlc 
t. Mercator lIaps ot 
matrix data products 
~ (MATRIX - MAPS ) : I 
I set / l month: solar 
~ co nstant &t U1 
,nsolat.lon tabls 




(S AVER - MAPS ) : 
se. tI l s o n th 
SOL f,R ULTRAVIOLET SBUV Fu ll solar disk. 11/ 1978 - F lIm 16mm BW: NSSDC OZ/BN 
FL UX UV; polar Solar disk vle ... ed tables at solar 
NIMBUS-7 d i ameter once dal I y. po ... er lrrad,ancs: I / day &t Avallabls 
Level II on 3 da y s at 4: 112 I / month; Plato at 
eecl observati on &t solar UV flux. 
200 msec l terrestrial UV flux. 
obssrvat,on: and UV albedo: 
.onthly avsrages 3/month (SBUV SOLAR 
PARAMETERS ; 
S OLAR UL TRAV IOL ET TOMS Full solar disk. 11/1978 - Film 16s111 BW: NSSDC OZ/ BN 
FLUX UV : solar So l ar disk vle ... ed tables at solar 
NII'IBUS-7 diameter on c e da l ly. po ... er ,rrad,ance: II I day T ... o years 
Level II on 3 days at 'I: 1 12 &t 1/.0nth plots of a'~allabls 
eec l obeervatlon &t solar UV flux. 
2 00 msec l terrestrial UV flux. 
obeervatlon: a n d UV albsdo: 
monthly averages 3/month (TOMS SOLAR 
PARAM ETERS) 
DATA TYPE SOURCE 
Parameter Sensor 
Level 1'I1Belon 
SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET SBUV 
FLU X 
NlnBUS- 7 
Leve l I II 
SOL AR ULTRAVIOLET TOI'IS 
FLUX 
NIMB U5-7 





STRAT AEROSOLS SAGE 
OPTICAL DEPTH 
AEI'I - 2 
Level II 
STRAT AERO SO LS 511.1'1-2 
OPTICAL DEPTH 
NII'IBUS -7 
Level I I 
) 
Table 2- 1. Summary Deecrlp~lone tor Climate Parameter Data Sete (cont.! 
SPAT I AL TEtlPORAL PRODUCTS 
Coverage Coverage tlsdlum 
Reeolutlon Resolutlon Quantlty 
Ful I solar dlSk. 11/1978 - . Fllm 16m. BW: 
UV: eolar Solar d l Sk vlsued tables of solar 
dlalleter once dOl 1 I y. po ... er lrradlance: l/day So 
on 3 days ot 4: 11 2 l/aonth: Plots ot 
sec / observatlon So solar UV flux. 
200 asecl terrestrlal UV flux. 
observation: and UV albedo: 
monthly averages 3/month (SBUV SOLAR 
PARAMETERS! 
ru l l sc lar dlSk. 11 / 1978 - F 1 I .. 16mll BW: 
UV; solar Solar dlSk vlBued tables ot solar 
dlametsr once dally. power lrrad la nce: 11 1 day 
on 3 days o t 4 ; 112 So llmonth plote of 
eecl observation So solar UV tlux. 
200 meBc l terrBstrlal UV flux. 
observation: and UV albedo: 
1I0nthly ave ragss 3/month (TOI'IS SOLAR 
PARAMETERS) 
Global trom 79deg 02 / 1979 - I II 1981. Taps Asroeol 
N to 79deg S. Fu l l coverage lS ex t 1 nc t 1 0 n vertlcal 
abovs cloud tops; obtained ln 18 profiles: tapell 
Hor1zontal: Ik .. x days. ..onth 
250km; Vertlcal: 
Ikll 
----Global tr om 64deg 10/ 1978 - Tape Beta and 
N to 80deg N and Full latltude Aerosol NUliber 
fro t:. 64deg S to coverage 1S Dsnslty Arch1val 
80deg 5: obta1ned ln 3 Tapes (BANAT!: I 
Horizontal: Ikm x lion the • tapel I .. onth 





























DAT A TY PE 
Par ameter 
Lev el 
STRAT AEROSO LS 
OPTIC AL DEPTH 
Le v e l I II 
SURF ACE P RESS URE 
Leve l II 
S URF ACE PRESS URE 
Level II 
SOU RCE 
Sen e o r 
n,ee, on 
S An - 2 
N lnBUS-7 
GnON 
I n elt u 
FGGE 
n u l tl ple 
Table 2 -\. Summary Deec rlpt10ns tor CI 1mate Paramete r Dat~ Sets (cont. ) 
SPATIAL 
Co verage 
Resolutl o n 
Glo bal tro m 64deg 
N to 8 0 deg Nan d 
tr o lD 64deg S t o 
80deg S : 
Ho rlzo nta l : Ikm x 
250km: Ver tl ca l : 
l km 
Gl o b a l . 
reeol u tl on 




co v e ra g e; 
reeo lu~l o n 01 
5 00 km to r 
sound inge 
( temperatur e and 
u lnd ) . surtace 
p r essure. 
h UlDldlty and eea 
temp ult h a 
ver tl c a l 
res o l u tl o n of 7 
l e vels 
s oundl ngs 
t r o pospherI c . 








Reso l utlon 
10 / 197 8 -
Ful I 
c o ve r age 
obta1ned 
.onthe 
l at l tude 
lS 
1 n :3 
01 / 173 1 - 12 / 1980. 
12 / 1978 - 1 1/ 1979 . 
11 0et are rec orded 
at 0000 . 0 600. 
1200 . Rn d 180 0 GMT: 
may var y ul t h data 
s ourc e 
PRD DUC'S 
ned l u lII 
Qua nt lty 
Ta pe Aeroeol 
extinct10n protl l ee 
and optlcal depth. 















pr o t li es. contour 
maps. cross sectIons 
and tlme hlstory 
plots ( PROF I LE): 12 
r ee l e l l year: 
eeaso nal ly averaged 
data (~ATR1X ) : 4 
ree l e / I year 
Tape - World 
Sur tace 
C ilmatology 
(SSCL IMATE ) : 
nonthly 
Statlon 
Ta pe na l n 
l l - b data set: 




ll - b 
Rset r uctured data 
s u bsets ( FGGE2 B ) : 93 
tapes 
Flna l 
ln to t al: 
Level l l-b 
data set: 175 t apes 
Paper - Level 
lnventorles 







NCAR & PCDS 
WDC-A & PCDS 
Avallabls. 
Hx c ept tor 
F, nal Levsl 
I I - b data eet 
CATALOG 
REFERENCE 














SURF ACE PR ESSURE 








TEM P ER ATURE 
Level I I I 
SOU RCE 
Sensor 




Mu ltlpl e 
GM ON 
In SltU 
Table 2 - 1. Summa ry Descr l pt,on s t or Cllmete Parameter Data Sste (cont.) 
SP ATIAL 
Covsr a ge 
Resolutlon 
Globa l. 1000 mb to 
5 0 mb (300mb tor 
RH ) : Hor'2ontal: 
2.5deg x 2.5deg: 
Vertl c a l : 12 
levels to 50mb 
tor ht: 6 levele 
to 300mb tor RH 
Gl o ba l ; ECMWF and 
GFDL pr o v,de 
1.875 deg grlds. 
WM C provldss 
2 . 5 deg gr,ds: 
ECMWF prov,des 15 
levsls from 100 -
1000mb; GFDL 
pr o v l dee 
leve l e 
1000mb: 
p ro v,des 
.4 





f o r hUID l dlty ~lth 
6 levs l s tr om 
300mb) 
Gl o bal. 1000 mb to 
50mb (300mb tor 
RH ) : Hor12ontal: 
2.5deg x 2.5deg: 
Vsrtlcal: 12 
levels to 50mb 
tor ht; 6 levels 




01 / 1973 - . 
Every 12 hour s . at 
OOOOZ and 1200Z 
12/1978 - 11 / 1979. 
Usually avallable 
tor 0000 and 12000 
GMT. also avallable 
at 0600 and 1800 
t or S pec lal 
Obssrvlng Perl 0ds 
0111973 - • 
Every 1 2 houre. at 




Taps - Comblned ~lth 
o ther ~sather 
varlsble" (NMCGRD): 
2 tapss month 
Tape ( ,ncluded 
~lth other 
pa ,amsters ) WMC Waeh 
Level I II-a: 100 
tapes: WMC Mosco~ 
Level III-a 
Operatlonal 
Analyses: 1 tape; 
WM C Melbourne Level 






Level , II - b 
( FGGE3B ) : 82 tapee 
Tape - Comblned ~lth 
other ~eather 
V,iI : ablss ( NMCGRD ) : 




NCAR .. PCDS 
Avallab l e 
WDC- A " PCDS 
Moet 





















DAT A TYPE 
Pa ra llleter 
Level 
TEMPERATURE 
P RO FILE 
Level I I 











Table 2-1. Summary Deec rlptlons t or Climate Par allleter Data Sets (con t. ) 
SPATIAL 
Coverage 




resolu t io n ot 
500k lll tor 
so un d ings 
( tempe raturs and 
u lnd). surtace 
prsssure . 
humidi ty and eea 
temp ul th a 
" e~tlcel 
resolution ot 7 
Isvele tor 
e o undlngs ( 4 
tr o posphsrl c . 3 
strato spheri C ) 
and 2 do t t or 
hum idity 
Hor izonta l: 
N to 64deg 
a ppro x 
Interval s 






eat ei l ite tr ack : 
Ver tical: IO -52 klll 
at apPrOX 1.5klll 




12 / 1978 - 12/1979 . 
Moet are reco r ded 
at 0000 . 0600 . 
1200 . and 1800 GMT: 
lIIa y vary u lth data 
s ou rce 
12/ 1978 - 0 5 / 19 79. 
E ffective 62 ~ 
o n-du t y cycle d u e 
to lIIecha n l cal 
Interteronc s ul th 






II - b data sst: 
Lsvsl 
175 
tape e: Leve l II - b 
Reetruc tured data 
s ubeets ( FGGE2B ) : 93 
tepes In total: 
F inal Level II -b 
data eet: 175 tapee 
Paper - Level 
Invent ories 
II - a 
Tape LIMS/ FGGE 
Level 
Stratospher 
Profl l ee 
( LIMS/ FGGE ) : 
II - b 
Telllp 
8 
t apes: ( I nc I uded 
ul th other 
parameters on the 
tolloulng data eets ) 
Ma in I I-b : 175 
tapes: Level II - b 
Ree t ructured: 93 
tapee ( FGGE2B ) ; 
Final Level II- b: 




WDC-A " PCDS 
Available. 
except for 
F i nal Level 
II - b data eet 
WDC - A " PCDS 
Neuest versi on 
available at 
WDC-A; PCDS haa 
versIon I only 
CATALOG 


























NlneUS - 7 
FGGE 
MU l llp l s 





N to 64dsg S: 
protllea every 





15 to 64km on 
averags: proflls 
samples at I.Skm 
lntervals 





ECnWF provldes IS 












tor hUlllldlty ~lth 









at hlgh and lo~ 
latitudes: at 
equator approx 70 
~ec and ln polar 
reglona approx 200 
SBC 





GMT. aleo avallabl~ 






Tape Inver t sd 
Prot,le Archlv.1 
Tapes (LAIPAT)! 36 
tapss. approx 
Itape/2 to 6 daye: 
Invertad Protll •• 
and Radlance Tapes 
(PROFILE-I) : 
.pprox 1111. te I y 
tapes 
7 
Taps ( lncluded 
~1 th other 
parametere) WMC Wash 
Level III-a: 100 
tapes: WMC Moscou 
Lsvel II I-a 
Operatlonal 
Ana I yeee: 1 
WMC Melbourne 








Lsvel I I I-b 







WOC-A a. PCDS 

























( l1 .x.ng 
Protlle. ) 
Level I I 
VAPOR 
Rat .0 
..., WAT ER VAPOR 
t!, ( 11. x. ng Ra t 10 ) 
Level III 
WAVE HE IG HT 
Level I II 




L I I1S 
NII1BUS - 7 
L I I1S 
NII1BUS -7 
RADAR ALTI1 





N to 64deg S: 
Pr o tllee every 
4deg of lat: 
Vertica l : IS to 
64ke tor ozone. 
lS-5 lkm for uater 
vapor: 15 - 40km 
for nitriC aCid. 






N to 64deg S 
Global oceana 
betueen 65deg N 
and 65deg S. 
exc luding soae 
areas of the 
Sou th At lantiC 
and Ind.an 









at high ~ lou 
latltudeel at 
equator. approx 70 
aec and .n polar 
reglone approx 200 
sec 






other product s 
provide averages o f 
sevsral orbits knd 
dallyaveragea 
04 / 1975 - 12/ 1978. 
Repeat coverage 
every 4 ",eeks: I 
obee rva t lon/ 2 Becs 
PRODUCTS 




Tape <LAIP AT ): 36 
tapes. approx 
tape/ 2 to 6 days of 
data 
Tape - rtap Arch i val 
Tapes (LAI1AT): 7 
tapee: Crose- Sect.on 
Archival Tape <CAT ) : 
appr oxla.tely I 
tap .. : Cross-Sect.on 
Data MatriX Tape 
(I1 AT RIX-C) : approx 
14 tapee: Seasonal 




",.ve height and 
other geophys.cal 
parameters ( I -tape. 









LAMATs ~ SI1 ATe 
to be at NSSDC 
9 /8 4: LAMATS .n 





---I1R / LN7 OC 
" A:: 















\l I ND VELOC I TY 
Lavel II 
\I I NO VE L(IC I TY ( Sea 
S ur fa c e 
Soeed ) 
Lavel I I 
V I ND VELOCITY 
Level I I 
\lI nd 
SOURCE 
Se ne or 
rlleel on 
RA DAR ALTrI 
SEASAT 
FGGE 
rlu l t lpl e 
S rlrl R 
NlnBUS-7 
SC ATT EROM 
S EA S AT 
Tab I e 2-1. SUllllllary Deecrlptlons t or CIllllate Parallleter Data Sete ( cont. ) 
SPATI AL 
Co v erage 
Ree ") l ut lon 
Global ocea ne 
bet ueen 72deg N 
a nd 72deg S : Avg: 
6klll x 6klll 
Gl o bal 
I~t e ral 
cove rage: 
r eeolutl o n of 
500klll f o r 
a ound lngs 
( telllperature and 
ul nd) , eurtace 
preSliilure, 
hUlIIldltyand eea 
te lll P ulth a 
ver t Ica I 
reeolutlon of 7 
lavele t o r 
e oundlnge ( 4 
tr o p o epherlc. 3 
etratoapherl c ) 
a nd 2 dot tor 
hU"ldlty 
64deg N to 64dag 
S: 9 7 . :> klll x 
97 . 5k lll 
Global oceane 
betueen 78deg N 
a nd 78deg S : Avg: 
50klll x 50klll 
TEMPORAL 
Cove raga 
Ree o lut lon 
07 / \ 978 - 10 / 1978. 
Re peat c o ver age 
eve r y 3 daye: 10 
observatlons/eec 




are reco rc;ed 
0000 . 0600 . 
and 1800 GMT: 
aa y var y ul th data 
sou rc e 
1 2 / 1978 - 11 /1979 . 
6 deye t or global 
cover .g~; Po~er on 
I day of 2 
07/ 1978 - 10,1978 . 
Re psat coverage 




Tape S ign ificant 
""ave height and 
other geophyelcal 
paraeetel' s (I -tape. 
G-ta .. e. M-tape) : 100 
tapes 
Tape "aln Le~el 
II-b datlll .e t: 1 ~5 
tapes: Level I I-b 
Reetr uct urGd data 
subeeta (FGGE2B ) : 93 
tapes In total: 
Final Level II - b 
da ta eet : 175 tapes 
Paper - Level 
lnventorl •• 
I I - a 
Tape SnnR/ FGGE 
Levsl II - b Sea 
Surface \lInd Speed: 
30 tape. 
Tape - Ocean aurface 
ulnd vectore and 











J I-b data aet 




















DAT A TYPE 
P.ra.e ter 
Levsl 
I NO VELOCITY 
(SC ALAR ) 
~evel I I I 
Y 
Level I I I 
• • NO VE LO C ITY 
( Horizontal Win 
Co aponen te a nd 
Vertical Velocity) 
Level I I I 
.. I NO 
(Sc alar ) 
Level I II 
VELOC ITY 
EN D OF REPORT 
SOURCE 
Seneor 
n l esl on 
RA DAR ALT n 
GEOS-3 
GM ON 
In alt u 
FGGE 
Mult i pI 
RADAR AL TM 
SE AS AT 
Tabl 2-1 . Sua.ary Descriptions tor Climate Pa r amste p Oat. Sete ( cont.) 




betueen 55de9 N 
a nd 65deg S 
ex c luding 90me 
areae o t the 
Sou th Atla ntI c 
a nd Indla no 
oceans: Avg: 10k a 
x 20kID 
Glo~a l . 1000ab to 
5 0 lllb (3OOab f o r 
RH I : Horizon ta l : 
2.5deg x 2.5deg: 
VertI c al: I 
l eve le t o 50lllb 
f or ht: 6 leve l s 
t o 300mb f o r RH 
G ' oba l : ECMWF a nd 
GFOL pr OVi d e 
1. 875d9g grIds . 
wn c pr OVId e s 
2 . 5deg grids: 
ECn wF prOVides IS 
le ve l s tr o a 100 -
1000mb: GF DL 
p r OVIdes 19 






1000 mb (except 
t o r hualdlt y ulth 
6 levels fr o m 
3001llb ) 
Globa l oceans 
bet uee n 72deg N 
a nd 72deg S : Avg: 
6 ka x 6km 
TEnpOR AL 
Coverage 
Resolu t I on 
0 4 / 1975 - 12/1978 . 
Rspeat co verage 
everV 4 ueeks: I 
obeervatlon/ 2 secs 
0 1/ 1973 -
Every 12 h :. urs. at 
OOOOZ and 1200Z 
12 / 1978 - 11 / 1979 . 
Ueually availa bl e 
tor 0000 a nd 12000 
GnT. aleo aVBllable 
at 0600 and 1800 
t o r S peCi al 
ObserVing Periods 
07/ 1978 - 10 / 1978 . 
P.e pea t co ve rag 
every 3 da ys: 10 




Tape Ocean u lnd 
epeed Bnd other 
geop hyelcal 
parametere: II tapea 
Tape - Comb Ined ulth 
other ue.ther 
varIabies ( Nn CGRD): 
2 tapee/mon th 
Tape (I nc I uded 
ulth other 
paraaGters) wnc Waeh 
Level III-a: l Oa 
tapee: wn c no.c o u 
Level I I I-a 
Operational 
Ana lyees: I tape: 
Wn C nelbourne Level 






I I I -b: 
ECnWF 
Level I I I-b 
(FGGE3B ) : 82 tapee 
Tape Ocean 
speed B nd 
geop hY Si cal 
para2lotere : 
tap .. e 
ul nd 







NCAR " peDS 
Avai l able 
WDC- A " PCDS 
noet 
avai l able 
ECnWF 
reprocea.lng 






















raglon .. ! 
17.3; 
epectral 
13.2 t o 
14.9 t o 
IS.7: 10.9 to 
11.8 : 8 . 8 to 10 . 8: 
6 .4 t.o 7 . J : 6. I to 
S. "1 el croeetere 
IR 
1 . 0 e band 
IR 
6.7el c r o Beters and 
II . SBlcrolleters 
SOURC E 
Sensor 
nlsel o n 
Llns 
N lnBUS-7 




Tabls 2 -2 . SU.~Dry Deecrlptlons t or Radlancs D~ta Sets 













6"1ka t o r 020ne 
and C02. 15 to 
Sike tor uater 
vapor. 15 to 40klll 
tor nltrlc a CId 
and 25 to 45kll 





Global troe 64deg 
N to 80deg N and 
trolD 64deg 5 to 
BOdeg S: 
Horl20nal: I kill x 





6. 71: II ( I \. 5 ) 
TEnpORAL 
Coverage 
Resol utlo n 
10/ 1978 - 05/1979 . 
TIlle 
var I es 
lncreeent 
betueen 
8UCC8BB1VB profl 1811 
at high and lou 
latltudes: at 
equator appr o x 70 
sec and In polar 





obtained ,n 6 
aonths 
11 / 1978 - • 
day tor gl0bal 
cOVe rage; 1.25 eec l 
crOBB- track Bean; 





Arc ~ lval Tape ( RAT ) : 
203 ta~ee. I tapel I 
day: In verted 
Profl l e Archival 
Tape (LAJPAT): 36 
tapes. I tape/ 2 to 6 
daye: Jnv~rted 










Tape - CalIbrated ~ 
located radIance 
data ( C~DT) : 730 












fIfth year to 
be archlved 
NSSOC / PCDS 
Five years 
avai l able at 
NSSDC; selected 












DA TA TYPE SOURCE 
Spect.ral Ban~ Sensor 
'Javelengt.hs I1lsslon 
I1ICRD'JAVE ESI1A 





I1 ICRD WAVE ESI1R 
O.SlclII (37 GHz) NII1B US-6 
dual polarIzation 
Table 2-2. Summary Desc r iptions for nadlance Data Sets (cant.) 
SPATIAL TEI1PORAL 
Covsrage Covsrag .. 
Resolut i o n Aesolut.lon 
Global: 2Sk .. )( 12/1972 - 10/1975. 
25km at nadi r : 12 hrs to r global 
45klll x l60 kID at coverage: 4 sec l 
Bean extremes a c an: 78 aamplenl 
scan 
Global: 25klll x 06 /1 9 7 5 - 10/1 977 . 
45km 12 !'Irs tor global 
cO\l srage: 
horizo n t al 
polari za tI o n 
channe l failed 
9/ 76: 5.3 sec l 
Be an: 7 1 sampiesl 




Tape - Calibrated 110 
located br . ghtness 
temperature data 
(CBTT) : 585 tapes/3 
years: A. u sensor 
data: 1103 tapaa/3 
yrs 
Film - ·/ Omlll B'J: 
orbital auath at 
temperature data: 
9094 0 blta/2.5 yra 
Paper 8" x 10" 
colo r Images: 
brig " t neaa 
temr .erature da t a: 43 
se 1 actsd images trolll 
12 72 - 1/73 
T" pe - Calibrated 110 
located brlghtneBs 
: smperature data 
(CBTT) : 56 tapes/2.3 
yra. (70 orbltsll 
tape) ; Rau sensor 
data: S39 tapea/ 2.3 
yrs. (7 orblts/l 
tape ) 
Film 70lllm Bioi: 
o rbital suaths of 
temperature data: up 
















DAT A TYPE 
Spectral Band 
lJav e l engths 
MICRO IJAVE 
0.8 1c m 4.55cm 
(37GHz-5 . 5GHz) In 
5 dlecrete banda 
ul th dual 
p o I a r I za t Ion 
MI CRO IJAV E ( ACTI VE ) 
2 .1 6cm (13.9 GHz) 
MICRO IJAV ( ACTIVE) 





NI MB US-7 
RADAR ALTM 
GEOS-J 
RAOAR AL TM 
SEAS AT 
Tabl e 2 - 2. S ummary Des cri pti o ns tor Rad i ance Data Sets (co nt.) 
SPATIAL 
Co verage 
Re s olution 




elliptical IF OV 
var ies ul th 
uaveleng th t ro m 
2 6km to 15 1km: 
rectangular c elie 
v.ry trom 30km to 
I S6 km: o rbi ta l 
suath I e 780 km 
ulde 
Gl o bal oceans 
between 65deg N 
and 65deg S . 
exc luding s ome 
areas ot t h 
Sout h At l ant iC 
a nd Indian 
Oce an e : Avg: 10km 
x 10 km 
Glo bal oceane 
bst ueen 72deg N 
a nd 72deg S : Avg: 
5 km x 6 km 
TEMP ORAL 
Co verage 
Re eo lutlon 
10/1978 - • 
6 ~aYB tor global 
coverage: pouer on 
I da y o t 2 : all 
cha n nele eamp led 
elmultaneously 
eve ry 0. 128 sec or 
0.OJ2 sec : 4.1 secl 
spat ial scan 
0411975 12/1978 . 
Repeat co verage 
eve ry 4 ueeks: 100 
observation pulee s 
per e e c o nd 
07 / 1978 - 10/ 1978 . 
Repeat cove.agg 
eve ry J days: 1000 
obee rvatl o n pul ses 




Taps At enna 
Temperature Tape 
(T AT ) : 1 tape/l data 
day t or 1st yr. 1 





Into equal - area 
c ells (CELL- ALL>: 1 
t ape/ 3 data 
Rau eensor 





FI 1m 105m.. color 
traneparencles. 
polar pro j ections ot 
brightness 
temperatures 







lnstantane OU B return 
samples and derived 
p arameters : 518 
t apee 
Tape - Con tains all 
lnst ant aneOUB return 
eamples and 






Five yrs TAT. 2 
yrs CELL-ALL. &. 
2 years 
MATRIX - JO 
available 
SDS D 
Ava i lable 
SDSD 








Spec t r a l Ba nd 
Wavelength s 
MICRO WAVE ( ACT IVE ) 
2J . 5c m (1 . 275 GH z ) 
MIC ROWA VE ( ACTIV E ) 




ULTR A- VIOLC:T 
2555Ang - J J 9 S An g 
In 12 d l s creLe 
stspe; 1600 An g 
40 0 0 An9 I n 
c o n t in u ous e ca n 
S OURCE 




SC ATTE.RO M 
SE AS AT 
BUI,' 
NI M3US-4 
Ta ble 2-2. Summary Deoc rlptlo , s t o r Ra diance Data Sete (cont. ) 
SP ATIAL 
Co ver a'Je 
Re so lu tion 
R",et'· l ct. ed o 
a ro u n d 
g round 
statl o ne ( 4 In 
No r t h Am e ri ca . 
o ne In Eng land ) 
25 m x 25 m 
200CJ km 
e a ch o t 5 
Gl o ba l oc ea ns 
betuee n 78deg N 
an d 78de g S : 50 km 
x 50 km 
Gl oba l ; 
200 km 
200 km x 
TEMP ORAL 
Co verage 
Resolut i on 
07 / 1978 10/ 1978 . 
Re peat c overag e 
e"ery 3 da ys: 1400 
obeervatl o n pu l eee 
p e r eec o n d 
07/1978 - 10/197R . 
Re peat c ove rage 
eve ry 3 days: 40 
o bservation pulses 
per aecond 
0 4/ 19 7 0 - 05/ 1977 . 
6 caye t or 
c o veragG! 
o nly: Each 
IJavslength 
f o r 1 aec. 
In J 
g l e bal 
daylight 
disc rete 
sampl e r. 
all 12 
sec: 
Co ntln u ous Be an 
IJavelangthn saMpled 
f o r 80 meec e a c h. 
c o mple t e Bean )n 
11 2 sec 
PROD UCTS 
Medium 
Quant i ty 
Ta pe - Co n ta i n s SAR 
data dlgltally 
proc eesed to Yield 
Images: 120 tapes 
Film - 70 mm strips: 
contains SAR data 
optically proceesed 
to Yield Im~ges: 500 













( GDR) : 
Tape - Callbrated ~ 
lo c ated r a d ianc e 
da la (U - TAPE)! 43 
tape e /7 yre : 
eeneor d ata 
Raw 
(PUB) : 










































UV. VISIBLE. IR 
0.2 50 
mlcromete rs ln 22 










Table 2-2. Summary Descrlptlons for Radiancs Data Sets (cant.) 
SP ATIA L 
Coverage 
Rssolutlon 
Earth . global: 
200k m x 20Gkm; 
s un . full diSk: 
s olar diameter 
global: 
x 50km. 









Earth: Global : 2 
obeervation 
modes: full d,Sk: 
121deg: spat l al 
scan: O.25deg x 
5. I 2deg ; sun: 
full dlek: 10deg 
TEMPORAL 
Coverage 
Resolut io n 
11 /1978 - • 
6 daye for global 
coverage: Bolar 
diek once dally: 
pouer on 3 cays of 
4: daylight only: 
each 
uavelength 







uavelengt h s eampled 
tor 80 meec each. 
complete s ca n !n 
112 e ec 
11/1978-. 
day for global 
coverage: solar 
diek once dall y: 
pcuer on 3 dbyS at 




meec. UhlCh ie 
are 
200 
s cene : croee-track 
ecan VieUS 35 
s ce .,eel 8 eec 
07/1975 
Earth. 
11 / 1978 . 
day tor 
global coverage; 
full diSk. 4 secl 
sample: scan. I 
eec/2 eamplee ~ 112 
eec /scan : 
diek vleued 
times da 1 I Y : I 









Tape - Earth-Iocatad 
radiance data 




tapel 1 uk 
Tape - Callbrated ~ 
located radiance 
data (RUT-T): 156 
lapeS/! year; Rau 
sens:;) I' dB ta: ! tapel 
! uk 
Tape - Callbrated ~ 
located radlance 
data ( MAT) : 273 
tapee/! yr. (I 
tapell data day); 










Four years of 
data avallable 
NSSDC 
















L.. .... j 
DATA TYPE 
Spectral Ba nd 
Wavel engthe 
UY. YISIBLE. 









W 485 . 9 - 786 . 6n lll In 
8 discrete band e 
VISIBLE . I R 
0.55 
12 . SlII l cro lllete r e I n 
4 discrete ba nds 
SOURCE 
Sensor 







Table 2-2. Sum mary DeecrlptlonB for Rad i ance Data Set s ( cant. ) 
SP ATIAL 
Co verage 
Reeol ut lon 
Earth. global : 2 
obeervat lon 
1II0dee! ful l d lek. 
12l deg: s pa tial 
ecan. 0.2Sdeg x 
S.12den: sun . 
f ul l dlek: 10deg 
GI oba II y 
dletrlbuted 
c oastal regions : 
lklll x lklll 
Global: 3 
reeo lutl on B! 
gl oba l area 
co verage. 4km ! 
I~ca l ar e a 
co vB rage. 1 . lkm! 
mosaiCS, 
a t equator 
12. 8 km 
TE MPOR AL 
Co verage 
ReBol u tlon 
11 / 197 8 - • 
Po uer on J daye o f 
'I : Earth. 1 day f o r 
gl o bal co verage : 
f ul l disk. 4 e ",c/ l 
sa mp le : s c an. I 
eec/2 sam ples ~ 1 12 
secl s ca n: Bo la r 
disk vl e wBd 14 
tllll ~ e dal l y: I 
eec / l BCan ! f or 2 
IIIlnll obBervatlon 
I 1 I I 98 1 - 1 1 I 1 981 . 
Launch occured In 
1 1 / 81 : du ration u ae 
3 d ayS : n o r e pea t 
coverag e 
06/1979 -
day f o r gl ocal 
~overage : 166 meecl 
t o tal Bcan ult h 52 




g l oba I . 
sampie / O.IOI 
loca l. 








Tape - Calib ra ted ~ 
loca ted r a diance 
data (M AT ) : 1 
1600-bp l tapel l day 
for 11/78 to 10/ 80. 
I 62S0-bpl tape/3 
data dayB aftBr: 
calibrated solar ~ 
earth flux data 
(SEFDT): 1600-bpl 
t ape/ l month 
Ta pe Cal ib rated 
u puei li ng radiances: 
2 tapes 
Tape - Radiance data 
ulth attached 
cal i bra t ion ~ 
location data: made 
to order frolll dally 
Video tape archival 
products: mapped 
radiance data on 
mosalce: 4 IlIIagee/ l 
day 
Film - 25cm: can be 
prod uced ae 3 5 mm 
slldee: mapped 
radiance data on 
polar etereo ~ 
mercator 
i,l I day 
mOea l Ce ! 
Prlnte Can be 





Four years of 
MAT available: 
2 yre of SEFDT 























1 2 . Sml c ro~eters In 
4 disc rete bands 
VISIBLE. IR 
4 33 - 8 0 0nm In 5 
d lecrete bande: 
10 . 5 - 12 .5u m In 
ons band 
VISIBLE. I R 
500 - 1 I00n m I n 4 





TIROS - N 
CZCS 
NI"B US - 7 
"SS 
LAND: AT 
Table 2 - 2. Summ ary Descrlptlone t or Radiance Data S e t s (cont.) 
SP ATIA L 











co verage . 
mosaICS, 
at equator 
I . I km: 




c o aetal 
8 2 6m x 
Glo bal excluding 
polee: VIS: 79 m x 
79m : IR : 240m x 




10/ 1978 - . 
I day tor global 
coverage: 166 meec / 
total scan WIth 52 
meec earth view: 2 
eampl lng ratee: 
g lobal. I 
sample/ O.I OI meec : 
local. I 
ea~ple/0.0253 ~eec 
11 / 1978 - • 
6 - day r e pea t c y c le : 
27 . 5 










Tape - Radiance data 
With attached 
calibratIon ~ 
location data: madp 
to order trom dal ly 
Videotape a rchival 
products: mapped 
radi ance data on 
mo eal c e: 4 I~agee/ l 
day 
F ilm - 25cm: can be 
produced ae 35.,. 
e lides: mapped 
radlancs dala on 
polar etereo ~ 
mercator moealce: 
4/1 day 
Prlnte Can be 




( CRTT): 3 00 
month 
F1IIII - 241 
Ca I lbrated 
r adianc es: 







d l gl t al 




Calibrat ed Film 
d i gital 
"ore than 6 
Imagee 










EROS Data Ctr 












Spect ra I Band 
loIavelengthe 
VISIBLE. IR 
385 - 10 00n m In 4 
discrete bands 
V ISI BLE. IR 
0.5 1. 0um I" 
vIslbls band ; 10.5 
12 . 5um In IR 
band 
1. VISIBLE. IR 
.... 
0 .5 1. 0 um In 
vls l ble band; 10.5 
12.5um In IR 
b and 
VIS I 9LE. IR 
3.94 - 14 . t 3um In 










NOAA-I . 2 .3.4.5 
VAS 
('OES-4 
Table 2-2 . Summary Descrlptlons tor Radlancs Data Sets (cont.) 
SP AT I AL 
Coverage 




t rom 79deg 
79deg S . 
10 km 
elevation : 
Hori zontal .km x 
250km ; Ver tical : 
Ikm 
Globa I ; 
3 . 6km x 
VI S : 
3.6km · 
IR : 7.4km x 7 .4 k m 
Global; VI S : 
3 . 6 km x 3 . 6km ; 
IR : 7.4km x 7.4km 
Betueen 65deg N 
and 65deg S. and 
5 deg 101 to 145 deg 
101 t or GOES- Eaet. 
65deg 101 and 
155deg E t o r 
GOES- Ioleet ; VI S : 
.9km x .9km; IR : 
6.9km x 6.9km; 
DIJELL: 13.8km x 
13.8km 
TEI1PORAL 
': o verage 
Reeol u tlon 
03/1979 - . 
Full coverage lS 
obtalned In 18 days 
04/1970 - 03/ 1978 . 
Full coverage le 
obta lned dally In 
the vlsl ble and 
t Ul ce dally In the 
IR. 
04/1970 - 03/1978 . 
Ful I coverage IS 
ob ta ined dally In 
the vIsible End 
tUlce dal l y In the 
IR. 
09/1980 - 06/1981 . 
16hrsl day c overage 
tr o m 1030 GilT to 






calibration. and ray 
data tor a ll 4 
bande: 5 tapes/ .onth 
Film Calibrated. 
g rl dded lmagery: 140 
Imagesf.day 
Fllm Calibrated. 
grldded I magery: 140 
Im~ges/ day 
Taps - High 
dlgl ta I tape 
























DAT A TYPE SOURCE 
Spectral Band Senso r 
Wave lsngths Mlsslon 
VISIBLE . IR VAS 
3 . 94 - 14 . 73uII ln GOES-5 
vlslbl e and I R 
bands 
VIS IBLE. IR VAS 
~ 
I 3 .94 - 14. 73uIII ln GOES-6 
l> V1elble and JR I'-) 
banda 
VISIBLE. IR VHRR 
0.6 0.7ua in NOAA -2 . 3.4 . 5 
V1SIbi e band: 10.5 
12.5uII ln IR 
band 
VISIBLE. IR VIRR 
0. 47 - 0 .94uDl ln SEASAT 
vl e bl e ba nd : 10.5 
12.5uII 1n IR 
band 
.) 
Table 2-2. Summary Descrl ptl ons {or Radlance Data Seta (cont.) 
S PATIAL TEI'IPORAL PRODUCTS 
Coverage Coverage Medlum 
Reeolutlon Reeolutlon QUantlty 
Belueen 65deg N 05/ 1981 - 07/ 1984. Tape - Hlgh denelty 
and 65deog S. an d 16 h ra/ day coverage d l gl tal tape (HOOT) 
5deg W to 145 deg tram 10 30 GMT to radlance data. 
W fo r GOES-East. 0300 GMT computsr compatlble 
65deg II and tape (CCT) radIance 
155deg E for data 
GOES-West: VIS: 
.9k.1I x .9k.1l' IR: 
6 . 9k. . x 6.9kDl: 
DWELL: 13.8k.1I x 
13.8k.m 
Betueen 65deg N 04/1983 - . Tape - High denslty 
and 65deg S. an d 16hrsl day coverage dlglt.al t.ape (HDOT) 
5dsg II to 145 deg troll 1030 GMT to radlance data. 
\/ tor GOES-~aBt. 0300 GMT computer c o mpat1b l e 
65deg W and tape (CCT ) radiance 
J55d eg E fo r data 
GOES- WBSt: VI S: 
. 9 k-, x .9km; JR: 
6.9k.1I x 6.9k.1II: 
DIoIELL: 13.8km x 
13 .8kll 
----(;1 oba I; 0 .87k.m x 11/1972 - 02 / 1979. Tape Rau lmage 
0 .B 7 k.1I Full coverage lS data ulth 
obtaIned dally 1n c allbratlon 
the vielble and appended: 2400 tapes 
tUlce da1 I y 1n the tor lallt 90 days at 
IR VHRR 
FilII 241 1111 aw: 
ca Ilbrated llllages 
100 i llages / day 
Global t ro ll 7 5 de g 07/1978 - 08/1978. F1IIII - 241 mill BW: 
N to 75dsg S ' Full coverage lS callbrated vlslble 
VI S: 2 km x 2k m. obtalned tUlce and I R lClagea: 330 




SDSO ~ GSFC 
Available 
























VISIBLE . IR 
0 . 55 - 0 . 75ue In 
vlebl e band: 10.5 
12.6ulII In IR 
band 
VISIBLE . IR 
0.55 - 0 .75um In 
Viable band: 10 . 5 
1::.6ulII In IR 
band 
SOURCE 
Sena o r 
II l aalon 
VISsR 
GOEs-1.2 . 3 . 4 
VlsSR 
5 115-1. 2 
END OF REPORT ( 9 / 13 / 84) 




Pole-la-pole tro lll 
5deg 101 to 145deg 
101 or 65deg 101 to 
155deg E: VI S : 
0 . 9k m x 0.9km ; 
IR : 8k lll x Skill 
Pole-la-pole fr o m 
5 deg 101 t o 145deg 
101 or 65deg 101 to 
155deg E: VIS: 
0 .9km x 0.9klll: 





Fu ll coverage Ie 
obtained every hal t 
hou r 
07/ 1974 -
Full coverage Ie 






Image data: Over 
25 . 000 tapaa 









cal,br a t ed 
1 ree l l15 
Calibr a ted 
Image data: Ove r 
5 . 000 tapea 
F I 1m 25cm Bioi: 
cal ,brated 'magee: 
')7 4 Imageel da y 
Mlcrof,l. 





I reel l 15 
AR CHIVE 
Name 
St at ua 
5050 '" NSSDC 
Available 
SDSD r. NSSDC 
Ava il a bl e 









SECTION 3. CLlnATE PARAnETER DATA SETS 
The deta i led descript i ons of data sets for each cliaate para.eter are 
preeented in alphabetical order with respect to the naae of the cliaate 
paraaeter. "any of the entry titles also contain inetruaent and sp~~ecraft 
identifications sincs. in aany cases. a given paraaeter aay have aulti~le 
sources. Cliaate paraaeter noaenclature used in this docuaent is consistent . 
to the extent feasible. with that used in wno and other docuaents devoted to 
planning the World Cli.ate Prograa. This no.enclature. adapted froa these 
sources. ie sua.ar i zed in Table ]-1. 
]-1 
Table 3-1 . Climate Parameter Nomenclature 
No . Parameter 
-- ----
Weather Variables 
I. Temperatul' p. Profi le 
2. Surface Pressure 
3. Wind Velocity 
4. Sea Surface Temperature 
5. Humidity 
6 . Precipitation 
7. Cloud Cover 
8. Boundary Layer Stabi lity 
Ocean Parameters 
4a Sea Surface Temperature 
9. Evaporation 
10 . Surface Sensible Heat Flux 
I!. Wi nd Stress 
12 . Sea Surface Elevation 
13 . Upper Ocean Heat Storage 
14 . Temperature Profile 
15 . elocity Profile 
Radiation Budget 
7a Clouds (E ffect on Ra:iation) 
16 . Regionnl et Radiation Components 
17. Equator-Pole Gradient 
18. Su face Albedo 
19 . Surface Radiation Budget 
20 . Solar Cons t an~ 
21 . Solar Ultrav iolet Flux 
3- 2 
Pdrameters 
Land, Hydro logy, and Vegetation 
6a Precipitation 
18a Surface Albedo 
22 . Surface Soi l Mois t ure 
23 . Soil Moisture (Root Zone) 
24 . Vegetation Cover ( on-Forest) 
25 . Evapotranspira t ion 
26 . Plant Water Stress 
Cryosphere Parameters 
27 . Sea Ice (% Open Water) 
28 . Snow (% Coverage) 
29 . Snow (Water Content) 
30 . Ice Sheet Surface Elevation 
31. Ice Sheet Horizontal Velocity 
32 . Ice Sheet Boundary 
Atmos pheric Composition 









Stratospheric Aerosol Optical Depth 






RADIATION BUDGET r~on ERB 
TYPE OF DATA 
1.1 Paraaeter/neaeureaent. The radiation budget of the Earth ie deecribed 
in terae of Earth and eolar radiance. For tha Earth Radiation Budgat (ERB) 
experiaent on Niabue-6 and 7. ten solar channels (labeled 1 through 10) 
aeasura incoa1ng ~olar radiation. Four Earth-looking channele (11 through 
14) Yith fixed Yide-angla fielde-of-vieY (WFOV) aaaeura radiation froa the 
entire vieibl. Earth disc. Eight earth-looking sc~nning channele ~ith 
narro~-angle fielde-of-vi.~ (~FOV) aeaaure the angular de~endence of Earth 
radiation. Four of the •• channele (15 through 18) aaaeura ehort yavelength 
(reflected) radiation. ~hile the other four (19 through 22) aeasure the long 
yavelength (eaitted) radiation. Long~ave flux. earth albedo. and net 
radiation are derived froa coabinationa of both the WFOV and NFOV 
aeasure.ents (for details see Itea 3). 
1.2 Unit of neasureaent. W/(a" 2 ) for Bolar conatant. terreatrial flux. 
and net radiation: I for albedo. 
1.3 Data Sour~e. ERB inatruaents on ~iabua-6 and 7. 
1.4 Data Set Identification. The data product descriptions belay end 
under Itea 8 a re baeed on Niabue-7: in Septaaber 1980 a prograa yae initiated 
to reprocese the ERB data froa Niabua-6 to be coneistent ~ith the Niabua-7 
data. but this prograa yas not funded to coapletion. 
napped Data natrix Taps (nATRIX). Level II and Level III 
Contains daily. 6-day. and aonthly yorld gride of data and contour 
aap aatricee for paraaeters. 
Seasonal Average nATRIX (SAVER). Level II and Level III 
Containe 3-aonth yorld grida of data and contour aap aatrices for 
paraaetars. 
Zonal neans Tape (ZnT). Level II anc Level III 
Contains the tabular listi ngs of aolar irradi~ncea. zonally 
averagad insolation. longitud i nal and latitudinal averages of 
Earth flux. albedo. and net rad i ation. 
ERB Solar Analysie Tape (ESAT). Laval II 
Containe five yeare of ERB calibreted orbi tal and dai l l ~vsraged 
solar irradianca aaasureBente. as ~ell aa Beveral Bol ar wctivity 
indicators (including the Zurich relativ aunBpot nuaber. the 
OttaY8 2800 nHz Solar Flux and daily calciu~ plage index). 
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Suhtarget Radiance Tape (STRT). Lavel II 
Contains radiance data located on tha aubtarget area grid and 
placed in angular bin. defined by the satallit. zenith angle at the 
subtarget araa. the sun-satellits aziauth angle. and the Bolar 
zenith angle. 
2 SP~TIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Spatial coverage and spatial resolution are functions 0: the product9 that 
ars generated. The nATRIX and SAVER tape products have two basic for.ats: 
the World Grid For.at and the nap Foraat. The .patial coverage and epat i al 
reeolution are described below. 
Spatial Characteristics 
========~====~============~================================================== 
World grid <W.G.) foraat: 2070 target areas. each approxi.ately 
nap foraat: 
500 ka x 500 ka. Latitude interval = 4.5 
degrees: longitude intsrval varies froa 
4.5 degress at the equator to 120 degrees 
at the pol ... 
1 nercatcr and 2 polar etereographic aaps. 
nercato~ .ap: 32 degrsee N - 32 degrees S 
latitude. 0-360 degrees longitude: Pola ~ 
aaps: Equator to pole. North and South: 
each polar aap contains 65 x 65 grid 
eleaents. 
The Zonal neans Tape products are divided into zonal averages and meridional 
averages. The spatial coverage and spat i al resolution are described below. 




Average over 4.5 degreee latitude belts 
(all longitudbe) tor latitude = 90 degrees S 
to 90 degrees N: products for WFOV and HFOV 
Average over 4.5 deg rees lat i ~ude intervals by 
9 degreee long ~ tude in tervals tor latitude = 16 
degrees N to 16 dsgrees S and long i tude = 0 
degree to 360 dagr~es: NFOV products only 
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3 TEnpORAL CHARACTERISTICS 
3.1 Teaporal Coverage. Coverage began uith ERB-6 in July 1975 and continuee 
uith ERB-7, turned on in Noveaber 1976. The acanner ~echanieaa of both 
inatruaenta have failed, and ERB-6 ~aa turned off on "arch ',1981. Little 
ERB-6 data uae recorded after October 1976. The uide field of vieu earth 
flux and eolar channela ot ERB-7 are atill operational. 
Two gapa exist for the angularly-dependant. tarrastrial flux data (obtainftd 
froa the acan channela). About aix aonthe of ERB-6 scan data exist. froa 
July 1975 through January 1976. though the ERB-6 acanner data be~~a. noiay in 
Sspteabar 1975 and the problsa continued until acanning uas stoppsd in 
January 1976. Then there are no data until Noveaber 16. 1976. when ERB-7 
began operation. ERB-7 data continue thr~ugh June 1960 (19 Bonths of scan 
data). The second gap begins at that tia. and continues to the prssent. In 
addition. the s~ann.r operation was liaited for three aonths early in the 
Nlabua-7 aisaion. froa Oeceaber 10. 1978. to "arch 9. 1979. During this 
interval the ecanner still operated. but on a reduced schedule, reeulting in 
leBS scan data and i n soae gaps in ths nlghttlae data over the Northern 
Heaisphere. 
No large gaps exist for the eolar data or the WFOV terrestrial flux data. 
Froa July 1975 to October 1976. the d~ta aource is ERB-6; troa Noveaber 16. 
1978. to the present, the dRta source is ERB-7. The ERB-6 data are very 
sparse after October I. 1978. 
The duty cycle tor operation of ERB-5 was about 75 percent tor the firet year 
and 100 percent thereafter. Howsver. after nay 1976, only about 55 percent 
of each orbit could be recorded due to tape recorder probleas. After the 
scan aechanisa failed. the narrow angle channels continued to take data fro. 
the nadir position. ERB-7 is subject to a 75 percent duty cycle of 3 days on 
and 1 day off. The period of scan-ltaited operation aentioned above dtd not 
affect this duty cycle. The ERB-7 instruaent was still powered on 3 daye of 
4, but the scan aechanis. operated only 2 of those 3 days. Noraally the 
Bcanner operated on a 3 day~ onl1 day off cycle also. ERB-7 operated 
full-tiae for about six .onths during 1964. 
3.2 Teaporal Resolution. The teaporal reeolution for the nATRIX and SAVER 
tape products is shown 1n the following table. where headings such as daily. 
6-d8Y, 1 aonthly and b6dsonal indicate the averaging interval. 
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The te.poral resolution tor the Zonal neans Tape products is sho~n 
in the tollo~ing table: 
Data Products on ZnT 
Products Da i ly 6-day nonthly Season 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
LW terrestrial flux- day. night. ~ day 
plus night 
WFOV zonal 
NFOV zonal ~ .eridional 
Earth albedo 
WFOV zonal 
NFOV zonal ~ meridional 
Net rad i ation 
WFOV zonal 
NFOV zonal ~ .eridional 
nean solar irradiance (nor.alized to 
.san Sun-Earth distance) - ch. 1-10 
individually 
Zonally averaged insolation (W/.** 2 ) . 
averaged over 4.5 degrees latitude belts -




x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
4 INSTRUnENT DESCRIPTION 
Refer to entry for Earth Radiation 6udget (ERB) in instru.ent .easure.ent 
section. 
Because of Ni.bus-7 orbit characteristics. the ground pattern of orbits very 
nearly repeats at 6-day intervals (83 orrits). This 6-day interval is ter.ed 
the cyclic period in ERB data descriptio.ls. 
5 DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCE 
5.1 Processing Steps and Data Sets. Processing for ladiation budget 
para.eters begins Yith the ERB naster Archive Tape (nAT) described in the 
entry for ERB-6 and 7. and the cloud statistics tape CLE described under the 
entry "Cloud Cover fro. THIR". 
Fro. these tyO tapes NOAA preparee a special analyeie for etudies of the 
angular distribution of earth albedo designated the Subtargst Radiance Tape 
(STRT). The cli.ate para.eters listed in Ite. 3 are calculated from the nAT 
tapes as indicated in the table entries o! Item 3. and organized on the 
appropriate yorld grids (WG) or polar stereographic or nercator projections. 
as daily. 6-day •• onthly. and seasonal (three-.onth) averages. They are 
Yritten on the Zonal neans Tape (ZnT). the napped Data natrix Tape (nATRIX). 
and the Seasonal Averages Tape (SAVER). A tape identified as TABLES ie 
prepared to produce .icrofil. for the para.eters on the Z"Ts. 
5.2 Derivation Techniques/Algorith.s. As a .atter of convenience in data 
handling. earth locatlons are express9d in ter.e of the "ERB World Grid" 
Yhich divides the earth into 2070 approximately equal area grids (500 km x 
500 k.). and each grid into nine subtarget areas each approximate ly 160 k. x 
160 k. in size. The Earth Radiation Budget products (nATRIX. SAVER. ZnT) 
utilize only the 2070 target area grid. The subtargst areas are used only by 
the STRT tapes. 
Because of he sun-synchronous orbits of Ni.bus-6 and 7 the radiation budget 
para.eters de i ved fro •• easure.ents made by the ERB instru.ent contain a 
di urnal bias. An experi.ent planned for 1984-87 (ERBE ) i s designed to better 
define this bias. providing a correction yhich cou ld be applied to ERB 
nATRIX data. 
5.3 Special Corrections/Adjust.ents. Observed solar irradianca is adjusted 
to the aean Sun-Earth dist~nce on the ERB Solar Analysis Tape (ESAT). The 
solar irradiance .eaeured by channel 10c is 91so adjusted for the incidence 
angle at the detector. This correction is alyays saall. This corrsction is 
not applied to the measure.snts mads by channels 1 through 9. 
5.4 Procsssing Ch~nges. A study is being conducted to assure that the 
data sets fro. ERB-6 and ERB-7 data ars ho.ogeneous and co.patible. 
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6 QUALITY ASSESS"ENT 
6.1 Data Validation by Producer. Data validity is critically dependent 
on instruasnt stability and the prelaunch calibration. Annual rocket 
launches havs cesn conductsd to provids coaparative "solar constant" data. 
A quality checking prograa yill be aaintained by ths ERB processing team. 
subject to available rssourcss. 
6.2 Confidence Levsl/Accuracy Judgasnt. The design goal for the Earth 
radiation budget products is 1 percsnt accuracy. The actual accuracy ie 
still bsing 1eterained. The perforaance of the Ni.bus-7 total solar 
irradiancs channel 10c is liaited by the analog-to-digita l converter to + or 
- 0.5 counts. The uncertainty due to this liaitation is 0.54 W/(a"2) or 
about + or - 0.04 percent of the signal during ths solar aeasureaent. rhe 
channel is quite stable and the accuracy of its rslative aeasureaents may be 
governed by the digitization cut off. The absolute accuracy of the 10c 
aeasureaents is better than 0.5 percsnt. 
6.3 Usags Guidance. The aajority of the ERB radiation budget pa rameters 
will contribute to cliaate paraaeters Regional Het Radiation Coaponents and 
Equator-Pols Gradient as defined in NASA Cliaate PrograR planning. The daily 
solar irradiance data will contribute to the determination of the Solar 
Constant. In concept there is a conti nuous data set since June 1975. 
Liaitations exist. however. as to the availability and coverage of these 
data. For e 'aaple. since the Niabus- 6 launch in 6/75. the ERB parameter 
extraction and dat~ set prepar3tion progra~s have undergone considerable 
aod i fication. Hence , reprocessing of all past ERB-6 data th ro ugh the latest 
versions of the algorithas is not yet co.~lete. Furtheraore n ERB-6 
scanning data. the narrow angle channels will probably reaa in limited to just 
the July-August 1975 per i od. For ERB-7. the narrow angle data are available 
only between Nove.ber 1979 and June 1981. 
7 CONTACTS FOR DATA PRODUCTION INFOR"ATION 
Dr. H. Lee Kyle 
Code 636 
Goddard Space Fligh 




7.2 Seni or Scient i st 
Dr. H. J acobowitz 
At.ospher ic Sciencee Branch 
NOAA/ NESD IS 
5001 Silver Hill Road 
Wash ingtor.. D.C. 20233 
(301) 763-4290 
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7.3 Experi.ental Products (background on STRT and angular jistribution 
.odsls) 
Dr. L. L. Sto~e 
E/RA-ll NOAA/NESDIS 
Suitland Profession31 Center 
5001 Silver Hill Road 
Washington. DC 20233 
(301) 763-4290 
7.4 Preli.inary WFOV ERB-6 ProductE 
Dr. G. Louis S.ith 
nail Stop 420 
Langley Research Cent~r 
Ha.pton. Virginia 23665 
~804) 865-2977 
8 OUTPUT PRODUCTS AND AVAILABILITY 
8.1 Tape Products 
B.l.1 napped Data natrix Tape (nATRIX). Level II and Level III 
nediu./Specification: 9-track. 1600-bpi co.puter tape; Ni.bus Spec. 
No. T134031. Revision L. dated June 1984. 
Format and Content: The nATRIX tapes contain regional earth radiation 
budget producte at the top of the at.osphere. Included are e •• ited 
long~aves. albedo. and net raciation calculation~ on a daily. six day. 
and .onthly basis. Separate WFOV and NFOV products are presented. The 
earth ie divided into 2070 f~xed target areas. each approxi.ately 
500 k •• 500 ka. and results are givsn for each target area vie~ed 
dur ; ng a specific period. Sa.pIing popu l ation and other etatistics are 
given. as ~ell as day , night. and average resulte. Each tape ie 
generated by IBn 360/91 and 3081 co.puter progra.o. It con t ains a 
~tandard header record ~ritten t~ice as the first file. The re Bre up 
to 14 data files numbered 2 through 15 ~hich contain either daily ~orld 
grid data or 6-day averaged data in the for. of nercator/polar map 
~atrices, pl us a data file that contains .onthly averages in the ~orld 
grid format a~d also as nercator and polar stereographic projections . 
Al l data records contain 117.792 bits (14.724 bytes) of information. 
The data files are foIlo~ed by ~ file ~hich contains a mo n thly 
ca li bratio~ table (CAT). The last tile may be a trailer docu.entatior. 
file defining all inputs for producing the tape. 
Of the 37 ERB para.eters calculated, 26 are included as daily ~~rlri 
grid matrices. nonthly averages for all 37 ERS parameters ~ill appear 
in the nex t to l,st data file. The daily files contain only ~or1d 
grid for.atted data. the Six-day files contain only "ercator/polar 
.ap matrices. and the monthly averages file contains both types of 
data. 
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All file aeeignments described abcve are based on full time operation 
of the ERB instrument. For those 6-day cyclic periods in ~hich the 
ERB instrument is off. the total nuabsr of filee on the tape ~ill be 
reduced by t~o. but the record/file arrangement ~i!l remain the same. 
The NFOV records contain till values follo~ing the scanner failure. 
This tape is used to produce 32 typea of maps ~hich are de cribed under 
fila products. 
Seasonal Average Tapes (SAVER). ~hich are siailar to nATRIX but contain 
three aonth. or seasonal averages. are also being produced. E · ~h tape 
contains three aonths of data. DELnAT ie another product ~hich contains 
short-tera calibration adjustaent quantities to be used in nATRIX 
~ide field-of-vie~ calibration starting June 1960. There is one DELnAT 
per aonth. 
Data Quantity/Rate: There ~ill be 12 nATRIX tapes/year. 1 DELnAT 
tape/month starting ~ith year three. and 1 SAVER tape/3 .onths. 
Status: nATRIX tapes are available at the archive for tha first 
three Nimbus-7 data years. T~o years of SAVER tapes are available. and 
year 2 of the DELnATs ie available. 
Plans/Schedule: Year 4 nATRIX tapes ehould be available soon. Other 
nATRIX. DELnAT. and SAVER tapes ~ill be available in lat~ 1964 or 
early 1985. 
8.1.2 Zonal neans Tape (ZnT). Level II and Level III 
nedium/Specification: 9-track. 1600-bpi computer tape: Nimbus Spec. 
No. T134091 Revision E. dated December 16. 1983. 
Format and Content: Each data file will cover one month and ~ill 
contain scientific data listings. Data files 3 and 6 ~ill also contain 
seasonal averages. These listings for five basic displays are 
available in Bach data file and over several time periods. The type of 
measurements and the time periods covered are shown by the list 
in Item 8.2.1. The follo~ing quantities are found on this t~pe: 
Type 1. for the tables of mean solar irradiance and zonally averaged 
insolation. 
Type 2. for all longitudinal averages. 
Type 3. for net radiation or Earth albedo fro. NFOV channels. 
:ype 4. for terrestrial flux (NFOV and WFOV) and earth albedo from 
WFOV channels. 
Type 5. for the monthly status and calibration sum~ary data. 
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Data ~uantity/Rate: Each tape will contain a minimua of 6 aonths of 
data. for two tapes psr year. 
Statue: The two years of data are available. 
Plans/Schedule: Year 3 through 5 will be archived in !ate 1984. 
8.1.3 ERB Solar Analysis Tape (ESAT). Level II 
nediumiSpecification: 9-track. 1600-bpi computer tape 
For.at/Specification: The ESAT contains five yeare of ERB calibrated 
orbital and daily averaged solar irradiance measure.ents. For the 
same tima period it also contains sevsral solar activity indicators. 
Thess include ths Zurich relative sunspot number. the Ottawa 2800 
nhz Solar Flux. and the daily calcium plage index. The tape 
consists of five files. When the tape is made available. a user's 
guide will also be available. 
Data Quantity/Rate: One 1600-bpi tape. 
Status: The tape will be archived in late 1984. 
Plane/Schedule: No additional plans. 
8.1.4 Subtarget Radiance Tape (ERB-STRT). Level II 
nedium/Specification: 9-track. 6250-bpi computer tape. 
Format and Content: The ERB STRT tape is generated at NOAA for use in 
developing angular dependence models of reflection and emission. ERB 
scanning channel radiancee and associated information are sorted into 
the 2070 target areas (TA). Each area is further divided into a 3 x 3 
a r ray of subtarget areas (STA). 160 km x 160 ka. Within each STA the 
satellite derived information is grouped by orbit and sorted by ti.e 
and viewing angle. 
The data for each day are contained on the tape in the following types 
of logical record: 
1. topography records - 1 per TA 
2. geography records - 1 per STA 
3. observation records - 1 per STA per orbit 
All records have information to identify TA and STA location. date and 
time of observation. 
The topography record consists of climatological information for each 
TA. It specifiss the fraction of the TA containing: 1) watsr and 
permanent ice for each of the four seasons; 2) six other surface 
configuratione - plains. hilly uplande and plateaus. mountains. and 
deserts of the hamada. erg. and aountain and bolson types; 3) nine 
vegetation claesifications - aountains. foreste of ths selva. scrub. 
taiga. and mixed aid-latitude types. grasslands of the savanna and 
prairie (steppe) types. tundra. and desert. 
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Each geography record containe the fraction of land. water. snow and 
ice present in a STA within 24 hours ot t e ERB measurements . Also. 
the average depth (am) of the snow and average age (days) ot the snow 
and ice are given. 
The topog raphy and geography records both cone i t ot ancillary data 
obtained from non-ERB sources. spscific~lly P.E. James' "A Geography 
of nan" and the U.S. Air Force snow and ice data tape. 
Each observation record contains all the radiancss observed in D STA 
during one orbital pass of the eatell ite. E~ch radiance is aseigned a 
bin nu.ber corresponding to satell ite zen ith angle and azi.uth angle 
relative to the eun (the upward facing heaisphere is divided i nto 389 
discrete bins each about 6 degreee in zen i th and 15 degrees in azimuth 
angle). 
Included ie the fraction (in ninths) of tha field-of-vie~ located in 
the STA . the number of the channel from which the radiance value ie 
derived. and computed minimua. mean and max i .um sol~r zenith angle. 
Estisates of the a.ount and type of low. aiddls and high cl aude 
covering each STA (obtained f r om the CLE (THIR) deectibed in entry 
"Cloud Cover f r om THIRr.) within ten minutes of the ERB ra d i ance 
obee~vatione are prov ided. 
A file is ma rked o~ the tape when all 2070 TAe have beell processed 
for one day. Gene rall y nine files wi ll be on one tape . 
Data Quan ti ty/Ra te : There ~ill be one 6250-bpi tape for every 6-day 
period . There is a potent i al of 388 data days (11 / 16/78 to 6 /22/80 ). 
but only 272 data days wil l be i ncluded in the f i rst arch ive data set 
which covers sl ight ly more than one year o f data. 
Status: 46 tapes are ava il abie from NSSDC . 
Plans/Schedule: nore data days may be included t o be a rchi ved i n 
data set. 
8.2 Fil m Products 
8. 2 .1 nATRIX and SAVER nAPS. Leve l II and III 
nediua/Speci t i cation: 35 mm reel e of pos i tiv8 microfilm. 
Format and Content: The ERB data are displayed on 27 d i fferent map 
sets. All parameters are co.puted an~ displayed at monthly and 
3- aonth i ntervals. Some are also computed and displayed at 6- dar. 
or shorter. i ntervale. 
All aap displays contain a north and a s ou th polar stereographic 
projection (pols to equator for each) and a Msrcator projection (to 
+/ - 32 degrees). I.~~aiately beneath each Msrcator a~p is contouring 
information giving the contvuf un its . in er vel bet ween coptour lines. 
and the maximum and mini~u. value contoured . 
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All .ap displays contain an indicator of the quantity of data ~ithin a 
display. On 6-day displays there is a w.ieeing orbits per dayW code 
specify i ng how .any orbits of data are .issing fro. each day's input 
to the .ap. On the 1-.onth and 3-aonth .aps there is an Won-off 
cycleW scale specifying the days during the display period ~hen the 
instrument was on and off. 
One northern he.iephere and one southern heaisphere polar etereographic 
sap ara at the top with a nercator aap i~aediately below. The 
np~cator .ap (~ith an equatorial scale equal to the equatorial scale 
of the polar .aps) provides overlapping (and redundant) coverage 
bet~een the t~o polar aaps. Title and reference inforaat i on at the 
botto~ are aostly self-explanatory. IncludAd in the reference 
inforaation are identification nuabers for the physical tape on ~hich 
t he data are stored. the algorithm used in proceesing the data. the 
specif'c fila product. the project data foraat code. and the film 
fra.e. The only number o t interest to the user is the specification 
nuaber of the particular fila produr.t. T~e nuaber specifies the 
paraaeter being aapped and the ti.e interval over ~hich it is being 
aapped. A lieting ~f ea~h ~Q~ title and its identification nuaber 
follo~s: 
L. W. TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING NODE 
133701 One-aonth Average 
L. W. TERRESTR IAL FLUX FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS - DESCENDING NODE 
133702 One-month Average 
L. W. TERRESTBIAL FLUX FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING NODE 
AND DESCENDING NODE 
133703 One-aonth Average 
DATA POPULATION OF WFOV OBSERVAT IO NS - ASCEND ING NODE 
133704 One-month Average 
DATA POPUL- TION OF WFOV OBSERVATIONS - DESCENDING NODE 
133705 One- aonth Average 
EARTH ALB EDO FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS (0 . 2 t o 4. 0 mi cro-meters ) 
133707 One-aonth Average 
133807 Three-month Ave age 
EARTH ALBEDO FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS (0.7 t o 3.0 mic r o-ae t e rs ) 
133708 One- montt Average 
133808 Three- month Ave rage 
EARTH ALBEDO FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS (0.2 to 0 . 7 micro- aete rs) 
133709 One- month Average 
133809 Throe- month Average 
NET BADIATION FROn WFOV OBSERVAT IONS 
133410 Sl x- day Aversge 
133710 One- month Ave rage 
133810 Three-~onth Ave rage 
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L.V. TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING NODE 
133711 One-Bonth Average 
133811 Three-Bonth Average 
L.V. TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROn NFOV OBSERvATIONS - DESCENDING NODE 
133712 One-Bonth Average 
133812 Three-Bonth Average 
L.V. TERRESTRIAL FLUX F~On NFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING AND 
DESCENDING NODE 
133713 One-Bonth Average 
133813 Three-Bonth Average 
L. V. DATA POPULATION OF VFOV OBS~AVATIONS - ASCENDING AND DESCENDING 
NODE 
133406 Six-day Totale 
133706 One-Bonth Totals 
133806 Three-Bonth Totale 
S. V. DATA POPULATION OF NFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING NODE 
133714 One-Bonth Totals 
133814 Three-Bonth Totale 
S. V. DATA POPULATION OF NFOV OBSERVATIONS - DESCENDING NODE 
133715 One-Bonth Totals 
133815 Three-Bonth Totale 
L. V. DATA POPULATION OF NFOV OBSERVATI ONS - ASCENDING NODE 
133728 One-Bonth Average 
L. V. DATA POPULATION OF NFOV OBSERVATIONS - DESCENDING NODE 
1 3729 One-Bonth Average 
L. V. DATA POPULATION OF NFOV OBSERVATIONS - ASCENDING AND 
DESCENDING NODE 
133416 Six-day Totale 
133716 One-Bonth Totals 
133816 Three-Bonth Totale 
EARTH ALBEDO FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS 
133717 One-sonth Average 
133817 Three-Bonth Average 
"IN I"U" EARTH ALBEDO FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS 
133718 One-Bonth Period 
133818 Three- Bonth Period 
NET RADIATION FRO" NF V OBSERVATIONS 
133419 Six-day Average 
133719 One- Bonth Average 
133819 Three-Bonth A'erage 
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, 
NORnAL[ZED D[SPERS[ON OF L.W. TERRESTR[AL FLUX FROn WFOV 
OBSERVAT[ONS - ASCEND[NG AND DESCENDING NODE 
1]]721 One- .onth Average 
NORnAL[ZED U[SPERS[ON OF EARTH ALBEDO FROn WFOV OBSERVAT[ONS 
1]]722 One-month Average 
NORnAL[ZED D[SPERSION OF NET RAD[AT[ON FROn WFOV OBSERVAT[ONS 
13]72] One-month Ave rage 
NORnAL[ZED D[SPERS[ON OF L. W. TERRESTR[AL FLUX FRon NFOV 
OBSERVAT[ONS - ASCEND[NG AND DESCEND[NG NODE 
1]]724 One- month Average 
NORnAL[ZED D[SPERS[ON OF EARTH ALBEDO FRO~ NFOV OBSERVAT[ONS 
1]]725 One-month Ave rage 
NORnAL[ZED D[SPERS[ON OF NET RAD[AT[ON FROn NFOV OBSERVAT[ONS 
1]]726 One-.onth Average 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF NET RADIAT[ON FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS 
1]]726 One-month Average 
EARTH ALBEDO FRon WFOV OBSERVATIONS (0.2 to 4.0 micro-meters) 
WITH SOLAR ZEN[TH ANGLE CORRECTION 
1]]727 One-month Average 
In order ing maps fro. the archive. maps may be rsquested by name or 
number. If by name. the averaging interval must be inc luded in the 
title. The maps are sent to the user i n ~eekly reels of film. each 
reel containing all maps produced during that ueek. 
Da ta Quantity/Rate: There are 4]6 nA~R[X maps produced per year. or 
one eet microfilm ~er month. S~VER nAPS are produced at a rate of 1 
set per seaaon. 
Status: ExperImental; current products are for revie~ by ERB 
ExperIment Team and ERB Procesel ng Team. 
Plans/Schedule: 
8.2.2 TABLES. Level [II 
~ediu./Speclfication: 16 m. reels of positivl .icrofilm. 
Format and Cont9nt: The ERB tables provide nu.erical parameter 
information for latitude zones. or meridional sections of the uorld 
for eo me of the mapped parame te rs. 
A listing of each table and Its specification nuaber folIous: 
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Six-day Ave rage 
One-aonth Average 
Three-aonth Averaga 
NET RADIATION FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS (neridional) 
136461 Si 4-day naan Zonal Average 
136761 One-aonth neridional Avera~e 
136861 Three-aonth nea~ Zonal Average 
NET RADIATION FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS <Meridional) 
136462 Six-day Variation-Latitude Belta 
136762 One-aonth Variation-Latitude Belte 
136862 Three-aor.th Variation-La t itude Belts 
TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS 
136763 One-aonth nean Z~nal Average 
1}6863 Three-'aonth Mean Zonal 'verage 
TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS (Mer i dional) 
136764 One-aorth Daytiae 
136764 One-aonth Nighttiae 
136764 One-aonth Day PIUB Night 
136864 Three-aonth Daytiae 
136864 Three-aonth Nighttime 
136864 Three-aonth Day Plus Night 
EARTH ALBEDO FROn WFOV OBSERVATIONS 
136765 One-Bonth Mean Zonal Average 
136865 Three-aonth Mean Zonal Average 





MONTHLY STATUS AND CALIBRATION SUMMARY 
136767 
NET RADIATION FROM NFOV OBSERVAT IONS (Zonal) 
136468 Six-day Average 
136768 One-aonth Average 
136868 Three-aonth Average 
EARTH ALBEDO FROn NFOV OBSERVATIONS (Zonal) 
136769 One-aonth Average 
136869 Three-aonth Average 
TERRESTRIAL FLUX FROM NFOV OBSERVATIONS (Zonal) 
136770 One- month Average 
136870 Three- aonth Average 
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Data Quantity/Ratea: There are 718 TABLES produced per year. or one 
set of .icrofil. per .onth. 
Statua: Fil. products have baen processed fro. Nove.bar 16. 1978. to 
October 31. 1979. 
9 DATA ACCESS 
9.1 Archive Identification 
Code 633/Central Data Services Facility 
National Space Science Data Center 
Goddard Space Flight Canter 
Greenbelt. "aryland 
(301) 344-6695 
9.2 Procedures for Obtaining Data. Prospective users should request a 
copy of "NSSDC and WDC-A-R~S Do~u.ent Availability and Distribution 
Servi cee." "ay 1974. 
Researchere ~ho raside outside the USA should direct their requests to: 
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites 
Code 630.2 
Go1dard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt. "aryland 20771 USA 
(301) 344- 6695 
Users .ay request data by letter. telepho~e. or personal visit. Charge~ 
depsnd upon affiliation and sponsorship of user progra.. Data are free to 
NASA use rs. Personal co •• unica ti on with NSSDC personnel before orderin~ is 
advised. 
9.3 PCDS Status/Plans. PCDS provides accees to ERB-"ATRIX. ERB-Z"T. and 
SEFDT. Plans are being sade to support ERB-SEASONAL AVERAGES (ERB-SAVER) 
and the ERB Solar Analysis Tape (ESAT). 
10 CONTACTS FOR ARCHIVE/ Dt : A ACCESS INFOR"ATION 
"s. Patrlcia Qose 
Code 633/Cel 1 ~ ra l Data Servi ces FBcility 
National 5 acp Sc ience Data Center 
Goddard Spa~ 4 Flight Center 
Greenbelt. du 20771 
(301) 344- b695 
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12 RELATED DATA SETS 
Continuity is planned ~ith the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) on 
the ERBS, NOAA-F and NOAA-G spacecraft in the 1984-87 time period . 
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SECTION 4. RADIANCE nEASUREnENT DATA SETS 
The individllal detailed descriptions for each radiance measurement data set are 
presented in alphabetic3 ~ urder with rsapect to the name of the satsllite 
instrument or experiment ae abbreviated in the identification code at the top 
outer corner of each page. 
4- 1 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) EXPERlnENT 
1 TYPE OF DATA 
1.1 Para.eter/neasure.ent. Earth and eolar radiancee in the ultraviolet. 
visible and infrared are .easured in 22 bands ~ith characteristics listsd in 
the table that folloys: 












0.2 - 3.8 
2 0.2 - 3.8 
3 < 0.2 - )50 
4 0.526 - 2.8 
5 0.698 - 2.8 
6 0.395 - 0.508 
7 0.344 - 0.460 
8 0.300 - 0.410 
9 0.275 - 0.360 
10* < 0. :. - )50 
11 < 0.2 - )50 
12 < 0.2 - )50 
13 0.2 - 3.8 
14 0.695 - 2.8 
15 0.2 - 4.8 
16 0.2 - 4.8 
17 0.2 - 4.8 
18 0.2 - 4.8 
19 4.5 - 50.0 
20 4.5 - 50.0 
21 4.5 - 50.0 




Ind. Spectral Region 
Ind. Spsctral Region 
Ind. Spectral Region 
Ind. Spsctral Region 
Ind. Spectral Region 
Ind. Spectral Region 











LW E.i tted 
LW E.it ted 
0.02 WI (."2) 
0.02 WI (."2) 
0.01 WI (r."2 ) 
0.02 WI (."2) 
0.02 \11<."2) 
0.04 WI (."2) 
0.06 WI (."2 ) 
0.08 WI (."2) 
0.01 W/(."2) 
0.02 \1 / (."2) 
0.007 WI (."2) 
0.007 WI (.**2 i 
0.007 \1/(.**2) 
0.007 WI (.**2) 
0.00004 \II (c.**2)/sr 
0.00004 WI (c.**2)/sr 
0.00004 \II (c.**2)/sr 
0 . 00004 W/(c.**2)/sr 
0.00002 W/(c.**2)/sr 
0.00002 W/(c.**2)/sr 
0.0)002 W/ (ca.*2 )/sr 
0.00002 W/(c •• *2)/sr 
* A UV channel (0.252-0.324 lIicro-aete r s) on Niabue-6 yae replaced on 
Nillbus-7 by a eelf-calibrating cavity detector designated channel 10c and 
covering all yavelengthF. 
Please note that these val uee are .ore accurate than those i n the Nimbus- 6 
User's Guide. 
1.2 Unit of nsasurs.ent. Flux in W/ (.**2). Albedo in percent. 




1.4 Data Set l den t ification. Data are archived on t~L ~atG :~ tapes 
identified as naster Archive Tape (MAT) and Solar and Earth Flux Data Taps 
(SEFDT). Brisf descriptions of both types fol10~. 
naster Archive Tape (nAT). Level I 
Contains calibrated and ra~ digital data values for all channels. 
plus values of te.perature .onitoring. orbit. attitude. and solar 
incidence angle data. 
Solar and Earth Flux Data Tape (SEFDT). Level I 
Contains up to 30 days of solar data (Channels 1 through 10) and earth 
flux data (Channels 11 through 14) stripped fro. the nAT. 
2 SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
2.1 Spatial Coverage. The spatial coverage differs ~ith the channel. as 
described be10~. 
Solar Chanr.., l s: ts the satellite crosses over the Antarctic, just 
before it starta its north~aru trip on the daylight side of the earth, 
the entire solar disk is vie~ed ~ithin the unencu.bered field of 10 
channels. This field is the one for ~hich the e nt irs sun is contained 
in the receiver FOV. 
Wide-Angle Channels: These four channels continuously vie~ the 
entire earth disc. The measure.ents are continuous over the entire 
globe. 
Narro~-Angle Channels: These eight scanning channels are deSigned to 
obtain a large nu.ber of angularly independent vie~s of the sa.e 
geographical area as the entire globe is covered. 
2.2 Spatial Resolut i on. The spatial resolutlon also differs ~ith the 
three types of ch~nnelB. The solar channels have a 10-degree FOV. ~hich 
observes only the solar diek ~ith no resolut i on of solar fe~turss. The ~ide 
angle channels have a 130 degrees FOV. ~hich is slightly larger than that 
required to vie~ the entire earth disk. This corresponds to a circular 
footpr i nt on the earth of about 6300 k. dia.stsr. The narroy angle channsls 
have a 0.25 dsgree x 5.12 dsgrse rectangular FOV. ~hich at nadir corresponds 
to an area of 4 k. x 85 k •• 
3 TEnpORAL CHARACTERISTICS 
3.1 Te.poral Coverage. Coverage began ~ith ERB-6 in July 1975 and is 
still continuing ~ith ERB-7, turned on in Nove.ber 1978. The scannsr 
.echanis.s of both instruments have failed. but the fixed earth flux and 
solar channel~ of both are still operational. although sinc~ Nt,ve.ber 1978 
only ERB-7 data are routinely recorded. 
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Two gaps exist for the angularly-dependent. terrsstrial flux data (obtained 
froa the scan channels). About six .onths of ERB-6 scan data exist. fro. 
July 1975 through January 1976. Then there are no data unti l November 16. 
1978. when ERB-7 began operation. ERB-7 data continue through June 1980 (19 
months of scan data). The second gap begins at that tiae (the scanner tailed 
on June 22. 1980) and continues to the present. In addition. the scanner 
0leration was limited for three months early in the Niabus- 7 mission. from 
uecember 10. 1978. to ~arch 9. 1979. During this interval the scanner st 11 
operated. but on a reduced schedule. resulting in less scan data and in some 
gaps in the nightti.e data over the Northern Hemisphere. 
No large gaps exist for the solar data or the WFOV terrestrial flux data. 
From Jul y 1975 to October 1978. ths data source is ERB-6: fro= November 1978 
to the present. the data source is ERB-. One small data gap in the ERB-7 
data occurred when. for approxiaately two weeks in late January and early 
February 1979. the Nimbus-7 duty cycle was altered to acco •• odate other 
instruments of its payload. r~sulting in no ERB-7 operation at all for those 
days. 
The duty cycle for routine operations of ERB-6 was 100 percent. Although 
the scan mechanis~ had failed. the narrow angle channels continued to take 
data fror the nad ir position. ERB-7 is subject to a 75 psrcent duty cycle of 
3 days on and 1 day off. The period of scan-lImited operation did not affect 
the duty cycle. The ERB-7 instruaent was st i ll 20wered on 3 days of 4: the 
scan mechanism operated only 2 of these 3 ~ays. 
3.2 Temporal Resolution. For the narroY-angl e channels. the ERB has five 
different scan modee of operation. Scan modes I. 2. 3. and 4 obtain a 
maxim~m number of angula rl y lndependent views of a given geographical area. 
When the instrument is in one of these four modes o f operat i on . the acan 
pattern is repeated every 112 seconds or eve~ y 717 ka along the subtrack 
point. Scan mode 5. wh ich ~s the aode of operation used to obta i n maximum 
Earth coverage. i s r epeated every 224 seconds or every 1434 km along the 
subpoint track. 
Each of the 8 NFOV channels is s~mpled 2 tiaes per second. the 4 WFOV 
channels are samp led once per second. For the Solar Channels. the sun is 
viewed at sunrise over the South Pole tor about 3 minutes each orbit that 
the inst rument is on. These solar measurements are each averaged to 1 value 
per orb i t. 
4 INSTRU~ENT CESCRIPTION 
4.1 nission Object i ves. The objectives of the Earth Radiation Budget 
<ERB) experiaent are 
(1) to determine over a per i od of a year. the earth 
radiation budget on both synopt ic and planetary scales by 
simultaneous .easure~ent of: 
a. Incoming solar radiation 
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b. Outgoing earth-reflected ehort~ave and earth e.itted long 
~ave radiation by: 
(i) Fixed ~ide-anglp. ea.pling of theee terreetrial fluxee at 
the eatellite altitude. 
(ii) Scanned narro~-angle aampling of the angular radiance 
components. 
(2) to develop angular .odele of the reflection and e.lseion of 
radiation fro. cloude and Earth surfacee. 
4.2 Key Satellite Flight Para.etere. No.inal orbit paralletere for 
Nimbus-6 are listed belo~. 
0 Launch date 
0 Pla~nad dura ti on 
0 Actual duration 
0 Orbit 
0 Selli-llajor axis 
0 NOllinal al ti tude 
0 Inclination 
0 Nodal period 
0 Equator crossing ti.e 
June 12. 1975 
1 year 
Still operating 





1200 Local nean Sol~r Time. ascending 
No.inal orbit parameters for Ni.bus-7 are listed belo~. 
0 Launch date October 24. 1978 
0 Planned duration 1 year 
0 Actual duration Still operating 
0 Orbit Near polar. sun-synchronoue. circular 
0 Se.i-major Bxie 7333.155 km 
0 NOllinal al ti tude 955 kll 
0 Incl ination 99.28 degrees 
0 Nodal period 104.15911in 
0 Equator croseing tille 1200 Local nean Solar Time. ascending 
4.3 Principles of Operation. The Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experi.ant 
is designed to provide highly accurate (1 percen t or better) radiation 
measurements of the Sun and Earth froll ~hich the terrestrial radiation 
budget can be deter.ined on both synoptic and planetary scales. A epecial 
goal of the experim9nt is to provide data related to the angular distribution 
of Earth albedo. For solar .easure~ents each of the 10 channels is an 
independent. individually replaceable Dodular element ~ith a .ated 
a.plifier. The sensors are advanced versions of the Eppley-JPL thermopiles. 
There are no illaging optics. only filters. ~indo~s and apertures. 
Earth ell~tted infrared radiation. and earth reflected solar radiation are 
.easured ~ith fixed. ~ide aogle field-of-vie~ sensors. The ~ideband channele 
(11 and 12) employ a type N3 thermopile ~ith circular receiver. Channel 13 
ie ei.ilar to a precision pyrolleter: channel 14 has a broadband filter 
hellisphere to match the band of channel 5. 
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The eight ecanning channele are .ounted in a cylindrical head which is 
gi.bal .ounted on the .aintra.e ot the radio.eter unit. The gi.bal 
arrange.ent allows the pointing direction ot the scan hsad to be varisd 
within a vertical plane by rotation ot the scan head. and within a 
horizontal plane by rotation ot the gi.bal. With this arrange.ent the sa.e 
portion ot Earth can be viewed tro. ditterent directione. thue providing 
data tor .odeling the angular dietribution ot the earth albedo. 
4.4 Inatru.ent neaeure.ent Geo.etry. The viewing geo.etry variee with 
the type ot channel. For the wide tield-ot-view channels. the four eeneore 
have unencu.bered fielde ot 121 degreee and .axi.u. tielde ot 133.3 degrees. 
Fro. the orbital altitude ot 955 k. for Niabus-7 • the earth eubtende an 
angle of 120.6 degrees. correeponding to a circle of 29.6 degreee radiue on 
the earth. For Nimbus-6 which has an orbital altitude at 1100 k •• the earth 
eubtends an angle of 120.2 degreee corresponding to a circle of 29.9 degreee 
radiue on the earth. Channel 12 hae an ineertable stop so t :lat. upon co •• and 
it can view elightly Ieee than the entire l1arth surtace. ~he geographic 
coordinatee of the center of the field- of-view are stored as the location of 
the meG9ureaent. 
For the ecanning channele. the cylindrical head contains the four 
teleecopes aligned such that the teleecope center lines are 12 degrees apart 
wLen projec~ed onto the horizontal plane. The fields-ct-view (FOVs) of 
tour telescopes are rectangular. 0.25 degree by 5.12 degrees. the t ~ Vs 
ot the short wavelength channels (15-16) are coincident. respectively. with 
those of the long wavelength channele (19-22) (one telescope contains 1 
short wave and 1 l ong wave channel). The telescope scan head can be scanned 
tore and aft and to each side of the subsatellite track . Five scan patterns 
are available. the ditference between modes being the sequence and number of 
directions taken by the scan head. The scan modee are co.manded by the 
operatiuns center. and selected by the Sensor Sciantist. 
5 DATA PROCESSING SEQUENCE 
5.1 Processing Steps and Data Sets. The User Formatted Output (UFO) 
tape. the Image Location Ta~e (ILT). and calibration data are merged and 
processed into two Level I products: the naster Archi ve Tapes (nAT) and the 
Solar and Earth F'ux Data Tapes (SEFDT). The UFO contains telemetry and 
primary sensor data. The ILT contains IFOV location data. spacecraft 
ephemerie and attitude data. time corrections. and bit slip information. 
5.2 Derivat i on Techniques!-lgorithms. The measurements .ade by most of 
the twenty-two channels are data of primary interest. Each detector can be 
calibrat~d by either on-board reference targets. the sun or epace. In-flight 
calibration of the main solar channels on N i~bus-7 may be referred to 
Channel lOco a self-ca librated channel using the cavity heater activated by 
the GO!NC GO heater command. In addition the degradation of Channel 2 is 
checked by the occasional sxposure of itp duplicate. Channell. Channels 
with filters do not have a direct method of optically checking their 
calibration but must rely on correlations made with the main channels. 
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5.3 Special Corrections/Adjustments. Invsstigations are continually 
being made which would confir. and supple.ent ths in-flight calibrati ons and 
assist in sstablishing the validity of the ERB .easure.ants. £fforts are 
also continuing to document ~he history of the ERB instrument calibrations. 
so that they are available for users of the data. and to assese the 
instrument stability. 
5.4 Processing Changes. There are studles underway to design the 
processing which will assure the homogeneity of the ERB-6 and ERB-7 data 
sets. New wide !iel~ of view calibration optimization algorithms had to 
be developsd following the failure of the scanner channels . 
6 QUALITY ASSESS"ENT 
6.1 Daia Validation by Producer. ERB NET aeabers have devoted a great 
deal of time and effort to the definition of a sst of investigations and 
analyses for establishing the validity of the ERB _easurements . 
Validation of the Solar Channels: Rocket flighte. managed by Charlee 
Duncan of GSFC. were made concurrent ly with operation of the Ef. instruments 
on Ni.bus-6 and Nimbus-7. 
The r ocket and the inst ruments i t carries are identical tc the rocket flown 
by Duncan in 1976 for the Nimbus-6 ERB. ful l y desc r ibed in the re~ort by 
Duncan et al •• "Rocket Ca l ibratlon of the Nimbua-6 Solar Constant 
"easure.ents." 
The solar constant was measured by the c~vity radiometers on the rocket. 
and the result compared wi th the oDs6 rvat iona by the duplicate ERB and the 
Nimbus-·7 ERB channels. as well ss the Nlabus-6 ERB obssrvations . The 
rocket data are also used in analysis of all the solar channe l a. 
The ERB-7 channel lac data were compared to sensor data from the Solar 
Maximum Mission (S"") and the Ac tive Cav ity Rad i ometer (ACR" ) . 
6.2 Conf i dence Level/Accuracy Judgment. The dee i gn goals are listed In 
Itea 1.1. The actual accuracy wi ll be publiehed in a report. 
6.3 Usage Guidance. The solar obse:vations are of prime interest in 
studies of solar variability. The principal app l ' catlone of the ERB- 6 and 
ERB-7 data are the derived products deecribed in the entry "Radiation Budget 
froa ERB (RB/EN67)" of this catalog. The scanning channel data ar e primarily 
for updating an existing aodel of the angular distribution of the Earth 
albedo and for regional (500 km x 500 ka) earth radiation budget studiee. 
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7 CONTACTS FOR DATA PRODUCTION INFORnATION 
Dr. H. Lee Kyle 
Code 636 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt. ftaryland 20771 
(301) 344-6439 
7.2 Senior Scientist 
Dr. Herbert Jacobowitz 
At.osphe ri c Sciences Branch 
NOAA/NESDIS 
5001 Silvsr Hill Road 
Washington. D.C. 20233 
(301) 763-4290 
7.3 Experi.ental Products (background on STRT and angular distribution 
.odels) 
Dr. L. L. Stowe 
E/RA-l1 NOAA/NESDIS 
Suitland Profeseional Center 
5001 Silv~r Hill Road 
Was~ington. D.C. 20233 
(301 ~ 763-4290 
7.4 Preli.ina ry WFOV ERB- 6 Products 
Dr . G. Louis Saith 
nail Stop 420 
Langley Research Center 
Ha.pton. Virginia 23665 
(804) 665-2977 
6 OUTPUT PRODUCTS AND AVAILABILITY 
The following data are for ERB-7: detail ed plane for ERB-6 are under s t udy. 
8.1 Tape Producte 
8.1.1 UFO-E. User For.atted Output tape-ERB . Level 0 
nediu./Spec i fication: 9-track. 1600-bpi co.puter tape. NisbuB 
Spec. No. T113011. Revision C dated January 11. 1978. 
For.at and Content: This tape is generated on a CDC-3200 co.puter . 
It contains a standard header record. written twice 8a the f i rst 
file. Each subssquent fila contains data for one data orbit (a data 
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orbit is dsfinsd as beginning at a dsscending node and ending at ths 
follo~ing descending nodel. All data are in order of ascending 
time. Each file contains 25 physical recorda of tele.etry and 
pri.ary sensor data. 
Data Quantity/Rate: There are 256 seconds ~orth of teleBetry and 
primary sensor data in sach physical rscord. There ars 25 records 
per orbit and 95 nrbits per tape. or 40 tapes per year. 
Status: The processing of ERB-6 data can bs regarded as a 
development effort for the proceseing of ERB-7 data. The present 
ERB-6 data set is regarded es sxpsri.ental and has not bsen 
archived. A plan is being developed to reprocess it for 
consistency ~ith Ni.bus-7 data. Archiving of ERB-7 data is 
usually complete 4 to 6 .onths after obtaining froB the 
satellite. These products are not routinely .ade available for 
public access. Ses data producer for additional infor.ation. 
Plans/Schedule: Archiving is usually complete 4 to 6 months 
after data acquistion. 
B.1.2 naster Archive Tape (nATl. Level I 
nedium/Specification: 9-track. 1600-bpi or 6250-bpi co.puter tape. 
Nimbus Spec. No. T1340B1 Revision 0 dated April 7. 19BO. 
Format and Content: This tape is generated on IBn 360/91 a.d 3081 
computers. The first file contains the Standard Header record 
~ritten t~ice. The subsequent files contain 1 to 3 days of data and 
arB in order of ascsndins ti.e. The data are calibrated and earth 
located. neasure.ents of all channele are in orbital sequence. The 
tape c ontains SOEe statistics such as .iniaua •• ean. maxi.um and 
Rtandard deviation ae ~ell as epacecraft attitude. scanner pointing 
angles. solar azimuth and distance. calibration facto.s and 
housekeeping information. The last file of a nAT tape .ay be a 
trailer docu.entation file. 
Data Quantity/Rate: There i s une 1600-bpl nAT per data day for t he 
first and aecond data years (November 197B - Octobsr 19BO). From 
year threo on. there are three data days fer 6250-bpi tape. 
Status: Thsrs are 255 data days in the first Nimb~s-7 year. 269 in 
the second. 276 in the thi rd. and 274 in the fourth. The first 
four years of data are ava il able. 
Plans/Schedule : Year five i s to be availabls in late 19B4 , year 
s i x in mid-19B5. 
3 .1.3 Solar and Earth Flux Data Tape (SEFDT). Level I 
nedlum/Specification: 9-track. 1600-bpi computer tape. Nimbus Spec. 
No. T134021 Revision H dated September 1982. 
For ma t and Content: This t ape i s generated on IBn 360/91 and 30Bl 
compute rs. It contslnB a NOPS Stand~rd Headsr ~ritten t~ice as the 
4-ERB67-B 
• 
first file. The eecond file conta i ns solar and earth flux da ta 
stripped from the nAT (Itea 8.1.2). There are 3 d i fferent types 
of logical recorda ur i tten. The earth flux log ical re~ordFo 
contain 32 seconds at data. The solar data 10g1cal rec ords 
conta1n 16 s~conds at data. and at the end of a data orb i t a eolar 
data su.mary logical record i~ uritten. Al l logical recorda 
are sized id~ntically. Earth (lux data are l ocated. and in 
orbital seq~ence. 
The th i: a tile conta i ns an ERB Docuaentation Sua.a~y Record. The 
l ast f : le i s a tra i ler documentat i on t i la contsi ni ng infor.at i on 
abou t i nput used to c reate the tape. Th i s fil e i a te rminated by a 
dcu~ i e e nd of f i le. 
Interim SEFDTs co~tain i ng opt i a i zed solar da ta are arch i ved af te r 
the ecanner fa ilure. The earth i rrad1ance da ta on t hese tapes a re 
i dent ical to t he Earth irrad i ance data on t he MATs. These tapeA 
are be i ng r eplaced u i th tapes contaIn Ing bo t h opt i mi zed sol ar and 
Earth irrad 1anca data. The f i nal SEFDTs contai n calibrated ea rt h 
f l ux data sim il a r t o t hose used f or ERS-MATRIX tapas. 
Data Quan~ity/ Rat e : There IS one t a pe per mo nth . 
Sta tus: The fIr s t f lve yea rs of data a r e avaI l able . Tuo yea ~s 
o f t he opti mized da ta a re ava 1lab le . 
Plans / Schedule : Year SIX da ta a re t o be ava Ilable i n mid-1 985 . 
The year 3 . 4. and 5 In t eri m SEFDTs Y111 be re p l aced ~ lth t apss 
con t a ining both op t i mized solar and Earth I r radi a nce da ta i n 
l a t e 1984 . 
9 DATA ACCESS 
9 . 1 Archi ve IdBnt l f l cation. 
Cods 533/Centra l Da ta Serv i cee FaC I lIty 
Nat I onal Space Sc ience Data Center 
Goddard Space FlIght Center 
Greenbelt. Maryland 20771 
(301) 344-6695 
9.2 Procedu ree f or Obtalnlng Data. Prospectlve users should request a 
copy o f "NSSDC and WDC-A-R~S Documen t Avallabillt y and Dls tribut l on 
Servlces." May 1974. 
Researchers who reside outSide the USA should d l .dct the I r r uquesta to : 
World Data Center A for Roc kets and Sate l lites 
Cod~ 630 . 2 
Godd&rd Space FIIQht Center 
Greenbelt. Ma r yland 20771 USA 
(301 ) 344- 6695 





Ussrs may rsquast data by letter. t~Jephone. or personal visit. Charges 
depend upon aff i liation and sponsorehip of user progra.. Data are free to 
NASA users. Communication ~ith NSSDC personnel before ordering is 
advieed. 
9.3 PCDS Status/Plans. The PCDS provides access to the Ni.bus-7 ERB 
SEFDT data set. ae ~ell as several Level I I and Level III ERB products. 
10 CONTACTS FOR ARCHIVE/DATA ACCESS INFOR"ATION 
"e. Patricia Roee 
Code 633/Central Data Services Faci lity 
National Space Sc i ence Data Center 
Greenbelt. MD 20771 
(301) 344-6695 
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12 RELATED DATA SETS 
See Radiat i on Budget (ERB) entry in the Cl i .ate Paraaeter section of 
this catalog. 





















































Application Explorer niaaion 
Ai r Force Globsl lieather Central 
Aircraft Integrated Data Syetem 
Aircraft Reporte 
Auto.atic Pictura Trans.iaeion 
Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radio.eter 
Beta and Aerosol Nu.ber D~nsity Arch ival Tape 
Bits Per Inch 
Black/lihite Fil. 
Bit Slip History Tape 
Backscatter Ultraviolet (Satellite Inetrument) 
Calibrated Brightness Te.peraturo Tape 
Com.and and Data Acquieition (station) 
Re.apped Equal-Size Cells (tape) 
Calibrated Located Data Tape 
Clouds-ERB (tape) 
I.age Location Tapa-Clouds 
Co.preesed Profile Ozone (tape) 
Co.pressed Total Ozone (tape) 
Coastal Zone Color Scanner 
Data Base "anage.ent Systea 
Digital l1ultiplexer Dev ice 
Detailed Prcfil~ Ozone (tape) 
Digital Solar Aspect Sensor 
Detailed Total Ozone (tape) 
Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code 
European Center tor nediu. Ran~e Forecasts (United 
Kingdo.) 
Environ.ental Data and Intor.ation SerVice 
End-at-File 
Earth Radiation Budwet (Instrument) 
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment 
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite 
Electrically Scanning l1icrowave Radio.eter 
First GARP Global Experi.ent (Now Global Weather Experi.ent) 
Fleet Nu.erical Oceanog raphic Cent al 
Fleet Nu.erical Weather Central (Now FHOC) 
Field-of-View 
Global Area Coverage 
Global At.ospheric Research Program 
Wlili Global Data Processing Syste. 
Geodyna.ics Experi.ental Ocean Satellite 
Geophysical Fluid Dyne. ' c Laboratory 
Goddard Labcratory tor At.ospheric Sciences 
Goddard nodeling and Si.ylation Facility 
Greenu i ch l1ean Ti.a 
Geostationary Operational Env iron.ental Satelllte 
Global Operational Sea Surface Te.perature Co.putation 


















































Global Telecoaaunicationa Systea 
Global Weather Experiaent 
~igh Resolution Infrar~d Radiation Sounder 
International Council of SClentific Union& 
Interaediate Frequency 
Instantaneous Field-of-Visw 
laage Location Tape 
Intensive Obeerving Period (l-aonth period of GwE. part of 
SOP) 
Infrared 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Call Letters - Worldwide Cliaate and Weathsr Center 
Raw teleaetry data 
Data which have been calibrated into engineering units 
(e.g •• radiances. brightnees teaperatures) and located 
with respect to tiae. orbit and attitude. 
Cliaate paraaeters (e.g •• sea surface teaperature. soil 
aoisturs) at full spatial and teaporal resolution. 
Cliaate paraasters spatially and teaporally averaged. 
Liab Infrared nonitor of ths Stratosphers (Satellite 
Inetru~ent) 
Local nean Solar Tiae 
naster Archival Tape 
napped Data natrix Tape 
napped Paraaeters of Land-Ocean Data (tape) 
napped Paraaeters of Sea Ice and Snoy and Ice on Land 
(tape) 
napped Paraaeters of 37 GHz channel Data (tape) 
nicrowave 
nicroyave Sounding Unit 
National Aeronautics and Space Adainistration 
National Center for At.ospheric Research 
National Cliaatic Data Center 
National Environaental Satellite Data and Inforaation Service 
National Environaental Satellite Service 
Niabus Experisent Tea. 
Narrow Field-of-Vie~ 
National neteorological Center 
National narine Fieheriee Service 
National Oceanic and Ataoepheric Adainietration 
Niabue Observation Proceesing Systea 
National Space Science Data Center 
National Weather Service 
Offi~e of Space and Terreetrial Applications 
Ozone Tape - SBUV 
Ozone Tape - TOnS 
Paraaeters of Land - Ocean (tape) 
Paraaetere of Sea Ice. Snow. and Ice on Land (tape) 
Paraaeters of 37 GHz channel (tape) 
Priaary Data Base (tape) 
Ray Units Tap9 - SBUV 
Ray Units Tape - TOnS 
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experi.ant 








































Space-baaad and Special Obaerving Syatea Data Center 
Solar Backacatter Ultrav ' olet (Satellite Inatruaent) 
Satellite Data Sarvicea Diviaion 
Solar and Earth Flux Data Tape 
Satellite Fire Surveillance Service 
Special Obaerving Period (2-aonth period of GVE) 
Scanning nultichannel nicro~ave Radioaeter 
Sea Surf.ce Teaperature 
Stratoapherlc Sounding Unit 
Scanning Radioaeter 
Steradian 
Subtarget-Area Geographical - Seaaon (tape) 
Antenna Teaperature Tape 
(Aapex) Terabit neaory 
Teaperature-Huaidity Infrared Radiometer 
Televiaion and Infrared Obaervation Satellite. N Seriea 
Total Ozone napping Spectroaeter (Satellite Inatruaent) 
TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder 
Tropical Vind Obaerving Ship 
Uaer Foraatted Output (tape) 
United Statea Air Force 
U-valuea (counta) Tape 
Ultraviolet 
VISSR Ataoapheric Sounder (Satellite Inatruaent) 
Very High Reaolution Radioaeter 
Veraatile Inforaation Processor 
Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radioaeter (Satellite 
Inatruaent) 
Vorld Data Center-A (neteorology-USA) 
Vorld Data Center-B (neteorology-USSR) 
Vorld Data Center A for Rocketa and Sa~dllitea 
Vide Field-of-Vie~ 
Vorld Grid (taps foraat) 
Vorld neteorolog!cal Center 
VQrld neteorological Orgp.ilization 
Vhite Sanda niaaile Rsnge 
Vorld Veather Vatch 
Zonal neans Tape 
GL-3 
ARCH IVE INDEX 
Earth R~sources Observation Syste. (EROS) Data Center. 



































3- 0Z/SA . 





4-E 867 . 
4-ESI1R5 . 
4- THIR 


























World Data Center-A (~eteorology-USA) (WDC-A) ••.•.•..•••• 3-FGGE 
IDX-2 
DATA SET INDEX 
AOIPS-Foraatted laages • • 4-VISSR 
AVHRR Level Ib ••• • 4-AVHRR 
AVHRR Polar nosaics • 4-AVHRR 
BUV Griddsd nonthly nsan Total Ozone • 3-011BN 
BUV Gridded nonthly nean Ozone Profilee · 3- I / BN 
Calibrated ~ Located Radiance ~ata (CLOT) • 4-THIR 
Calibrated Radiance Chlorophyll Sediaent Tapes (CRCST) • • 3-CC/ CN 
Calibrated Radiance and Teaperature Tape (CRTT) 4-CICS 
Calibrated Upwell . ng Radiances 4-0CE 
Chlorophyll Contour nap • 3-CC/OCE 
Cloud natrix (C-nATRIX) • 3-CL/TN7 
Clouds. ERB (CLE) 3-CL/TN7 
Clouds. ERB with improved cloud estimation scheae (NCLE) . · 3-CL/TN7 
Clouds . THIR (CLT) .••• 3- CL/TN7 
Clouds. THIR with improved cloud estimation (BCLT) • . 3-CL/TN7 
Compressed Profile Ozone Tape (CPOI) • • 3-011BN 
Compressed Profiles (CPFL) . • . 3-011BN 
Compressed Total Ozone (CTOZ) • 3-01/BN 
Daily. weekly. monthly. ~ seasonal zona l ave rages for total ozone 
(TOnS-TABLES) . • .•. •. . • . . • . • • . . • 3-0Z/BN 
Daily. nonthly. and Seasonal Polar Stereographic PrOjections of Total 
Ozone (TOnS-nATRIX) . • • . • • • • • . . • • •••• 3-0Z/BN 
Daily Gridded Averages of Total Ozone (GRIDTOnS) • • 3-0Z/ BN 
Daily Zonal neans. total ~ profiles. geodetic coordinates (DIP) .. 3-0Z/BN 
Da i ly Zonal neans. total ~ profiles. geomagnetic coordinates (DZpn). 3-0l/BN 
Detailed Total Ozone (DTOZ) 3-0Z/BN 
Detailed Profiles with i ntermediate pr oducts (DPFL) • 3- 01/BN 
IDX-3 
EcnWF FGGE Level III-b Analyses. 
Editted FGGE Level II-b Data Set. 
ERB nappsd Data Matrix Tapee (ERB-MATRIX) 
ERB Master Archive Tape (ERB-MAT) 
ERB Seasonal Averages (SAVER) 
ERB Short Tsr. Calibration Adjustmsnt Quantities (DELMAT) 
ERB Solar ~ Earth Flux Data (SEFDT) 
ERB Solar Analysis Tape (ESAT) .•. 
ERB Subtarget Radiance Tapes (ERB-STRT) 
ERB Zonal neans Tape (ZMT) . 
ERBM/Fr,GE Level II-c data set (ERBM/FGGE) 
ERBZ/FGGE Level II-c data set (ERBZ/FGGE) 
ESMR-5 Calibrated ~ located brightness temperature data (CBTT) 
ESMR-6 Calibrated ~ located brightness temperature data (CBTT) 
EsnR Raw Data Tape (RDAT) 
EsnR Exper i mental Color Images •• 
EsnR-5 Orb ita l Swaths 
• 3-FGGE 
3-FGGE 
· • • 3-RB/EN67 
• • • 4-ERB67 
3-RB/EN67 
• 3-RB/EN67 
• • • 4-ERB67 
3-RB/EN67 
• 3-RB/EN67 








· 4-ESMR- 5 
EsnR-6 Orbital Swath Display Data. 4-ESMR-6 
Experimenter History Tapes (EHT) • • 4-VISSR 
FGGE Final Level II-L Data Set. • ••• 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level II-a Inventories-Melbourne. • • ••• 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level 1 [- a [nventories-Moecow . • • • 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level I[-a Inventories-Washington • • • 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level II-b Reproceesed Aircraft Dropwindsonde Data Set 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level II-b Restructured Data Subsets (FGGE2B) . 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level I I-b Supplementary Data Sete. . 3-FGGE 
FGGE Level II-c Cloudiness Data Set . • ]-FGGE 
I DX-4 
FGGE Level II-c Oceanographic Data Set . . . . . 
FGGE Level II-c Pracipitation and Snou Data Set 
FGGE Level II-c Snou Cover Data Set . 
FGGE Level II-c Surface Based Ozone . . . . 
FGGE Level II-c Solar Radiation and Radiati on Budget 
FGGE nain Level II-b Data Set (FGGE2B) • 
G-Tapes 
GARP Special Effort Level II-b Data Set. 
Geophysical Data Recorda (GDR) 
GFDL FGGE Level III-b Data Set. 
GOES Dlgital Data 
Gridded TOnS Ozone (nATRIX-T) 
Hem i epheric napped GAC Polar nosaies (Visible & IR ) 
I-Tapes 






























Ice Data Records (lOR) .•......•.•.••..•.••... 3-ISSE/AS. 
4-ALTS 
Ice-Sheet Elevation Contour maps 3-ISS2/AS 
lOAnS-Formatted Images . . • 4-VISSR 
Imagery of IR temperatures 1n several formats 3-SST/VSG 
Interpolated Ice-Sheet Elevations • • • 3-ISSEI AS 
Level Ib Calibrated Imagee ...•. 4-CZCS 
LlnS/FGGE Level II-b Stratospheric Temperature Profiles (LlnS/FGGE). 3-FGGE 
IDX-S 
Llns Croee-Section Archival Tape (CAT) •••••• 
Llns Croee-Section Data natrix Tape (nATRIX-C) 
Llns Inverted Profile Archivel Tape (LAIPAT) • 
Llns Inverted Profilee and Radiance Tapee (PROFILE-I) 
Llns nap Archival Tapee (LAnAT) 
Llns Radiance Archival Tape (RAT) 
Llns Radiance Profile Tape (Profile-R) 
Llns Seasonal nap Archival Tapes (LASnAT) 
n-Tapee 
napped eea ice concentration of Arctic. 3-day averages . • 






• • 3-nR/LN"' 
• 4-LlnS 








napped eea ice concentration. monthly. seaeonal ~ annual variation 3-SI/EN56 
Mapped eea i~~ concentration of antarctic. 3-day averages 
neteorological. Ephemeris and Ra~ Data Archive Tape (nERDAT) • 
nss Calibrated Digital Imagery •• 
nss False Color Enhanced Imagery. 
Nnc Octagonal Grids (NnCGRD) ..• 
Nnc 65 x 65 Northern Hemiephere Analyses • 
Nnc Global 2.5 degree Grid Analyses. 
NOAA Operational Heat Budget Archive Tape 
NOAA nonthly nean Heat Budget Archive Tape •• 
Pigment and Diffuse Attenuation Imagery 
Polar projections of brightness temperatures (nATRIX-30) 
Polar stereographic ~ nercator maps of matrix data 
products ("ATRIX-nAPS) .• 
















Radiance Data Archival Tape (RDAT) 
Raw Units Tape-SBUV (RUT-S) 
Raw Unite Tape-TOnS (RUT-T) 
SAGE Profiles Archival Tape (SAGE-PROF) 
SAn II Beta and Aeroeol Nueber Density Archival Tape 
SAn II Contoure . . . . . . . 
SAn II natrix Tapes (SAn2-nATRIX) . . . . 
SAn II Profi Ie Tape (SAn2-PROF) 
SAn II Tiee Hietol'y Plata . . . . . 
SAR digital data •• 
SAR lugery 
SASS Geophyeical Data Record (GDR) . 
Satellite-derived Oceanic Rainf~ll •••• , •.•• 
5BUV Orbital Cross-section Hatricee (SBUV-HATRIXI 
SBUV Polal Sterographic Contoure (SBUV-PSC) 
SBUV Taoles of Zonal Heans (SBUV-TABLES) . • 
SBUV/FGGE Level II-c Ozone (SBUV/FGGE) • 
Sea Surface Te.perature Analysee Tapes. 
Sea Surface Te.perature Contour Analysis Charts 
Sea Surface Teeperature ~onthly ~ean Tapes. 
Sea Surface Te.pe rature Observation Tapee 
Seasat VIRR Global Geophyeical Data Record (GOR) 
Seasonally averaged ERB products (SAYER-nAPS ) 















• • 4-SAR 
• • 4-SAR 
• •• )-WV/SS. 
4-SCAT 
• )-P/EN 
· • • )-OZ/BN 
)-OZIBN 
• • • )-OZ/BN 
• ) - FGGE 
• • )-SSTI A 
• •• 3-SSTI A 
• )-SST/A 
• .• 3-SSTI A 
• •• 4- YIRR 
) - RB/EN67 
3-0SE/AS. 
3-SWH/AS. 
) - WV/AS 
4-ALTS 
SnnA/FGGE Level II-c Sea Ice Concentration. 
SnnR/FGGE Level II-b Sea Surface Te.perature 
SnnR/FGGE Level II-b Sea Surface Wind Speed 
SnnR/FGGE Level II-b Total Ataoepheric Water Vapor. 
snnR Calibrated Brightnees Teaperature binned into equal-~rea 
celie (CELL-ALL) •••.•..••••••.• 
snnR Land/ocean Parametere (PARn-LO) .• 
snnR napped Land/ocean Para.etere (nAP-LO) • 
Sn"R napped Parametere of sea ice. eno~. and ice (nAP-55) 
snnR nercator naps of Land/ocean Parameters (nATRIX-LO) 
snnR Para.stere of Sea Ice/Ice Sheet (PARn-SS) .•.•• 
snnR Polar nape of Sea Ice/Ice Sheet Paras (nATRIX-SS) • 
Solar Constant ~ Insolation Tabls (TABLESi 
SR Calibrated. grictded imagery .. 
Te.perature of Antenna Tape (TAT) 
THIR World Montage .. 
TIROS-N e.pe rature/Hum i dity Soundings 
TOMS Montages. . . . • . . • 


















OZONE-T) . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • . . • . • • . .. • . . •. ]-OZ/BN 
Total ozone. reflectivity. a ixi ng ratioe. ~ layer ozone 
amounts (HOSBUV or OZONE-S) ]-OZ/BN 
U-va l ue Rad i ance Tape (U- TAPE) • 4-BUV 
User Formatted Output-SnnR (UFO - S) 4- SnMR 
User Formatted Output -ERB (UFO-E) 4- ERB67 
VAS High dens i ty digital tape (HOOT) radiance data. 4- VAS 
VAS Co mputer compatible t ape (CCT) radiance data. . 4-VAS 
IOX- 8 
VHRR Gddded Digital I.agery •.• 
VHRR Photographic Digital I.agery 
VHRR North He.lephere Sno~ and Ice Charte 
World nonthly Surface Station Cli.atology (SSCLlnATE) 
World nonthly Weather Aecord--Upper Air 
wnc Waehington Level III-a Operational Analyses 
wnc noeco~ Level III-a Opera tional Analyeee 
wnc nelbourne Level III-a Oparati ,'nal Analyses. 
Zonal .sans of total ozone IZnT-T) • . • . • 





























• • 4-5R 
• • 4-n55 
• • 3-0ZlBN. 
4-BUV 
N I nBU5-5 • • . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • • • • 3-P 1 Et:. 
3-51/EN56 , 
4-E5nR5 


























OSTA-l • . . . • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . • •• ]-CC/OCE. 
4-0CE 









8"5-1.2 •••.••.•.•..••.•••.•.•••••..•. ]-55T/VSG. 
4-VISSR 










BUV . . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3-0Z/BN, 
4-BUV 
CZCS. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . . . • . . . 3-CCI CN • 
4-CZCS 






































Synthetic Aperature Radar • 
THIR 
TOrtS 
TOVS 
VAS . 
VHRR 
VIRR 
VISSR 
IDX-13 
3-FGGE. 
3-0Z/BN, 
4-SBUV 
3-WV/SS, 
4-SCAT 
3-FGGE, 
3-SST/SN. 
4-SnrtR 
3-HB/NOAA. 
4-SR 
• 4-SAR 
• 3-CLlTN7. 
4-THIR 
3-0ZlBN , 
4-Tons 
• 3-FGGE 
4-VAS 
4-VHRR 
4-VIRR 
•• 3-FGGE. 
3-SST/VSG. 
4-VISSR 
